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SB   12     LENTINI         CRIMINAL PROCEDURE       
            Authorizes jurors to take notes during criminal trials.          
               Sent to the Governor for Executive approval.                      
 
SB   36     CAIN            GAMING                   
            Requires that the first $50,000 of revenue generated be used     
            for the promotion of youth interest in quarterhorses. (gov sig)  
               Enrolled and signed by the President of the Senate.               
 
SB   50     MARIONNEAUX     WORKERS' COMPENSATION    
            Provides relative to maximum attorney fees.                      
               Received from the House without amendments.                       
 
SB  100     C D JONES       FEES/LICENSES/PERMITS    
            Increases the appearance bond fee payable to municipal chiefs    
            of police. (gov sig)                                             
               Enrolled and signed by the President of the Senate.               
 
SB  104     ULLO            CRIME/PUNISHMENT         
            Provides a criminal penality for executing a false statement     
            regarding the need to take another person into protective        
            custody.                                                         
               Sent to the Governor for Executive approval.                      
 
SB  105     ULLO            CORONERS                 
            Provides relative to fixing fees and expenses for medical        
            examinations prior to commitment.                                
               Sent to the Governor for Executive approval.                      
 
SB  109     HINES           NURSES                   
            Provides for membership of the Nursing Supply and Demand         
            Commission.                                                      
               Amendments proposed by the House read and concurred in,           
               37 yeas and 0 nays.  Motion to reconsider tabled.                 
 
SB  123     MALONE          CAMPAIGN FINANCE         
            Requires information relative to sample ballots be included on   
            certain campaign finance reports.                                
               Notice House conferees appointed.                                 
 
SB  154     HAINKEL         CORONERS                 
            Permits, rather than requires, the state to pay supplemental     
            compensation to coroners.                                        
               Enrolled and signed by the President of the Senate.               
 
SB  173     JOHNSON         TAX/TAXATION             
            Constitutional amendment to require a two-thirds vote to enact   
            exemptions and exclusions from local sales and use taxes.        
            (2/3-CA13s1(A))                                                  
               Rules suspended.  Called from the calendar.                       
               Withdrawn from the files of the Senate.                           
 
SB  176     BOISSIERE       STATE EMPLOYEE RET       
            Repeals State Employees' Retirement System's disability          
            rehabilitation program. (gov sig)                                
               Rules suspended; Conference Committee report read.  Rules         
               suspended; adopted by a vote of 32 yeas and 0 nays.               
               Motion to reconsider tabled.                                      
 
SB  177     BOISSIERE       RETIREMENT SYSTEMS       
            Provides for changes in definitions for "actuarial interest,"    
            "employer," "job appointment," "prior service," and "spouse,"    
            and provides clarification of part-time service and statutes     
            that apply to disability.  (gov sig)                             
               Rules suspended; Conference Committee report read.  Rules         
               suspended; adopted by a vote of 35 yeas and 0 nays.               
               Motion to reconsider tabled.                                      
 
SB  191     MICHOT          MOTOR VEHICLES           
            Authorizes an additional hang tag for a mobility impaired person 
            dependent on parents who are divorced and living in separate     
            households.                                                      
               Amendments proposed by the House read and concurred in,           
               33 yeas and 0 nays.  Motion to reconsider tabled.                 
 
SB  196     ULLO            CRIME/PUNISHMENT         
            Redefines the crime of "stalking" and increases the penalty for  
            such crime.                                                      
               Amendments proposed by the House read and concurred in,           
               39 yeas and 0 nays.  Motion to reconsider tabled.                 
 
SB  212     IRONS           BESE                     



            Authorizes local school systems to offer instruction in          
            personal financial management to students, provided such         
            instruction is integrated into an existing course of study.      
            (gov sig)                                                        
               Enrolled and signed by the President of the Senate.               
 
SB  221     HINES           ETHICS                   
            Provides for an exception from the Ethics Code to allow former   
            city/parish school board members to contract with, be employed   
            by, or be appointed by such board to any school building level   
            position with such board which requires a teacher's certificate. 
               Notice House conferees appointed.                                 
 
SB  228     MOUNT           ROADS/HIGHWAYS           
            Names I-210 in Lake Charles the "Doug Fournet Memorial           
            Parkway."                                                        
               Sent to the Governor for Executive approval.                      
 
SB  234     FONTENOT        MOTOR VEHICLES           
            Exempts trailers, light trailers, and semitrailers from the      
            additional $3 safety inspection fee in nonattainment parishes    
            and municipalities.                                              
               Sent to the Governor for Executive approval.                      
 
SB  239     C D JONES       CRIME/PUNISHMENT         
            Repeals minimum mandatory sentences for non-violent crimes.      
               Rules suspended; Conference Committee report read.  Rules         
               suspended; adopted by a vote of 34 yeas and 5 nays.               
               Motion to reconsider tabled.                                      
 
SB  247     SCHEDLER        SCHOOLS                  
            Provides a salary supplement for certain school counselors who   
            have met the requirements and acquired the NCSC credential. (gov 
            sig.)                                                            
               Received from the House with amendments.                          
               Rules suspended.  Amendments proposed by the House read and       
               concurred in, 38 yeas and 0 nays.  Motion to reconsider           
               tabled.                                                           
 
SB  252     CRAVINS         CIVIL SERVICE            
            Authorizes the members of the Opelousas Fire and Police Civil    
            Service Board to receive $25 dollars per meeting not to exceed   
            two meetings per month.  (gov sig)                               
               Received from the House with amendments.                          
 
SB  280     DARDENNE        SCHOOLS                  
            Provides that health and welfare trust funds established by      
            school boards are subject to oversight and legislative           
            auditor's review.                                                
               Received from the House without amendments.                       
               Enrolled and signed by the President of the Senate.               
 
SB  284     C ROMERO        SPECIAL DISTRICTS        
            Provides relative to the terms of members of the board of        
            commissioners of Iberia Parish Hospital Service District No. 1.  
            (7/1/01)                                                         
               Enrolled and signed by the President of the Senate.               
 
SB  297     SCHEDLER        NURSES                   
            Provides relative to office space for the Board of Examiners of  
            Nursing Facility Administrators.                                 
               Enrolled and signed by the President of the Senate.               
 
SB  298     SCHEDLER        PUBLIC CONTRACTS         
            Provides relative to social service contracts.  (gov sig)        
               Enrolled and signed by the President of the Senate.               
 
SB  300     CHAISSON        LOCAL OFFICIALS          
            Requires a minimum salary paid by the parish governing           
            authority for certain justices of the peace and constables.      
               Amendments proposed by the House read and concurred in,           
               37 yeas and 0 nays.  Motion to reconsider tabled.                 
 
SB  335     B JONES         VITAL STATISTICS         
            Provides for electronic registration of vital records.           
               Received from the House without amendments.                       
               Enrolled and signed by the President of the Senate.               
 
SB  345     DARDENNE        CRIME/PUNISHMENT         
            Creates the crime of cyberstalking.                              
               Received from the House without amendments.                       
               Enrolled and signed by the President of the Senate.               
 
SB  360     HAINKEL         ETHICS                   
            Provides an exception from the Ethics Code to allow immediate    



            family members of public servants to perform volunteer work or   
            donate property to that public servant's agency.                 
               Notice House conferees appointed.                                 
 
SB  372     W FIELDS        EXPROPRIATION            
            Requires DOTD to send to the owner of property 45 days before    
            the filing of a petition in a "quick take" expropriation an      
            itemized statement of the owner's loss or damage, the            
            methodology used in the estimate, and names of the estimators.   
               Sent to the Governor for Executive approval.                      
 
SB  379     ELLINGTON       SPECIAL DISTRICTS        
            Creates the Castor Creek Reservoir District.                     
               Sent to the Governor for Executive approval.                      
 
SB  412     ELLINGTON       SPECIAL DISTRICTS        
            Creates the Turkey Creek Reservoir District.                     
               Sent to the Governor for Executive approval.                      
 
SB  417     SCHEDLER        PROCUREMENT CODE         
            Provides relative to the procurement code and preferences given  
            to certain agricultural products. (7/1/01)                       
               Read by title.  Returned to the calendar subject to call.         
               Rules suspended.  Called from the calendar.                       
               Amendments proposed by the House read and concurred in,           
               36 yeas and 1 nays.  Motion to reconsider tabled.                 
 
SB  418     SCHEDLER        LIMIT LIABILITY COMPANY  
            Authorizes one dentist to form a limited liability company.      
            (gov sig)                                                        
               Sent to the Governor for Executive approval.                      
 
SB  420     HAINKEL         ROADS/HIGHWAYS           
            Requires DOTD to affix on the Crescent City Connection Bridge    
            office building a permanent plaque commemorating Captain         
            Neville Levy.                                                    
               Sent to the Governor for Executive approval.                      
 
SB  428     JOHNSON         LEGISLATIVE AGENCIES     
            Creates the Louisiana Tax Law Institute. (7/1/01)                
               Rules suspended.  Called from the calendar.                       
               Withdrawn from the files of the Senate.                           
 
SB  431     MICHOT          LIABILITY                
            Provides that damages shall include any taxes paid by the owner  
            on the property damaged.                                         
               Sent to the Governor for Executive approval.                      
 
SB  438     DARDENNE        TOPS                     
            Provides for program definitions relative to occupational        
            training, revises TOPS-Tech Award core curriculum requirements,  
            changes TOPS-Tech Award amounts, and permits use of TOPS-Tech    
            Award at any eligible college or university. (gov sig)           
               Received from the House with amendments.                          
 
SB  445     DARDENNE        FUNDS/FUNDING            
            Provides reimbursement methodology for nursing homes             
            participating in the Medicaid program. (7/01/01)                 
               Amendments proposed by the House read and concurred in,           
               38 yeas and 0 nays.  Motion to reconsider tabled.                 
 
SB  451     BOISSIERE       PAROCHIAL EMPLOYEES RET  
            Provides with respect to the Parochial Employees' Retirement     
            System of Louisiana.  (1/1/02)                                   
               Received from the House with amendments.                          
 
SB  477     M SMITH         SHERIFFS                 
            Requires that the insurance premiums of sheriff and certain      
            deputy sheriffs of Winn Parish shall be paid in full from the    
            sheriff's general fund.                                          
               Enrolled and signed by the President of the Senate.               
 
SB  487     BOISSIERE       WATER/SEWER OPERATORS    
            Increases allowable amount to be invested in equities by the     
            Employees' Retirement System of the Sewerage and Water Board of  
            the city of New Orleans.                                         
               Enrolled and signed by the President of the Senate.               
 
SB  489     LENTINI         MALPRACTICE              
            Provides for medical malpractice claims to have priority on a    
            court's trial docket.                                            
               Enrolled and signed by the President of the Senate.               
 
SB  494     HINES           CHILDREN                 
            Provides for the legitimate status of a child conceived and      



            born within two years of the death of the husband of the         
            mother.                                                          
               Sent to the Governor for Executive approval.                      
 
SB  496     SCHEDLER        FUNDS/FUNDING            
            Provides for investment of funds in Louisiana Education Quality  
            Trust Fund.                                                      
               Amendments proposed by the House read and concurred in,           
               37 yeas and 0 nays.  Motion to reconsider tabled.                 
 
SB  501     FONTENOT        MOTOR VEHICLES           
            Provides for selective service registration of a U.S. male       
            citizen or immigrant, who is at least 18 but less than 26 years  
            of age, upon application for a driver's license.  (1/1/02)       
               Notice House conferees appointed.                                 
               Rules suspended; Conference Committee report read.  Rules         
               suspended; adopted by a vote of 39 yeas and 0 nays.               
               Motion to reconsider tabled.                                      
 
SB  503     HINES           NURSES                   
            Revises definition of "authorized prescriber" in the registered  
            nurses practice.                                                 
               Sent to the Governor for Executive approval.                      
 
SB  508     SCHEDLER        FUNDS/FUNDING            
            Provides for investment of funds in Medicaid Trust Fund for the  
            Elderly.                                                         
               Amendments proposed by the House read and concurred in,           
               37 yeas and 0 nays.  Motion to reconsider tabled.                 
 
SB  510     SCHEDLER        PUBLIC RECORDS           
            Provides relative to exceptions to the Public Records Act.       
               Sent to the Governor for Executive approval.                      
 
SB  512     SCHEDLER        FUNDS/FUNDING            
            Provides for investment of funds by political subdivisions.      
               Received from the House without amendments.                       
 
SB  525     ELLINGTON       GOVERNMENT ORGANIZATION  
            Transfers the authority to administer the federal grants for     
            energy assistance and weatherization services for low income     
            persons from the Department of Social Services to the Louisiana  
            Housing Finance Agency.  (gov sig)                               
               Received from the House with amendments.                          
 
SB  560     HINES           MEDICAID                 
            Provides for reimbursement for health care services provided to  
            Medicaid recipients by an advanced practice registered nurse     
            pursuant to a health care cost control program.                  
               Notice House conferees appointed.                                 
               Rules suspended; Conference Committee report read.  Rules         
               suspended; adopted by a vote of 39 yeas and 0 nays.               
               Motion to reconsider tabled.                                      
 
SB  564     C ROMERO        JUDGES                   
            Authorizes federal court judges to perform marriage ceremonies   
            within the state.  (gov sig)                                     
               Sent to the Governor for Executive approval.                      
 
SB  569     ULLO            FUNDS/FUNDING            
            Extends the Underwater Obstruction Removal Fund for three        
            years.  (7/1/01)                                                 
               Amendments proposed by the House read and concurred in,           
               38 yeas and 0 nays.  Motion to reconsider tabled.                 
 
SB  571     ULLO            MUNICIPALITIES           
            Authorizes presiding officer of mayor's courts in Lawrason Act   
            municipalities to use probation in punishment for violation of   
            municipal ordinances.                                            
               Enrolled and signed by the President of the Senate.               
 
SB  574     ULLO            ETHICS                   
            Provides relative to appointment of members to the Board of      
            Ethics.                                                          
               Sent to the Governor for Executive approval.                      
 
SB  592     MICHOT          PUBLIC RECORDS           
            Provides that documentary material of a security feature of a    
            public body's electronic data processing system, information     
            technology system, telecommunications network, or electronic     
            system is not a "public record". (gov sig)                       
               Received from the House without amendments.                       
 
SB  616     HEITMEIER       TAX/TAXATION             
            Provides for the use of toll tags after payment of a refundable  



            deposit by public safety personnel exercising the right of free  
            passage on the Crescent City Connection Bridge and provides for  
            installation and enforcement of certain systems. (gov sig)       
               Amendments proposed by the House read and rejected, 37            
               yeas, and 1 nays.  Motion to reconsider tabled.                   
 
SB  621     HAINKEL         FIRE PROTECTION          
            Increases per diem for governing board members of a fire         
            protection district with a population of more than 100,000       
            persons.                                                         
               Received from the House with amendments.                          
 
SB  624     MOUNT           CIVIL SERVICE            
            Provides for a term of office for the Lake Charles police        
            chief. (gov sig) (2/3-CA10s18)                                   
               Received from the House without amendments.                       
 
SB  626     MICHOT          MOTOR VEHICLES           
            Limits the prohibition on out-of-state dealers participating in  
            trade shows to shows of "new items" if the dealer meets certain  
            criteria.  (gov sig)                                             
               Enrolled and signed by the President of the Senate.               
 
SB  632     DARDENNE        FUNDS/FUNDING            
            Provides authority to securitize the income stream from the      
            tobacco settlement.                                              
               Enrolled and signed by the President of the Senate.               
 
SB  633     DARDENNE        DENTISTRY                
            Revises the practice of dentistry and dental hygiene.            
               Received from the House with amendments.                          
 
SB  653     DUPRE           COURTS                   
            Provides relative to the jurisdiction of justice of the peace    
            courts. (gov sig)                                                
               Received from the House with amendments.                          
 
SB  654     SCHEDLER        SPECIAL DISTRICTS        
            Continues the applicability of certain service charges to road   
            lighting districts in certain parishes.  (gov sig)               
               Enrolled and signed by the President of the Senate.               
 
SB  655     DEAN            ANIMALS                  
            Provides for the adoption and donation of unclaimed horses.      
            (gov sig)                                                        
               Amendments proposed by the House read and concurred in,           
               36 yeas and 1 nays.  Motion to reconsider tabled.                 
 
SB  672     MCPHERSON       SCHOOLS                  
            Changes the population of a local school board authorized to     
            issue student identification badges for a parish with a          
            population between 130,000 and 135,000 to between 120,000 and    
            135,000.  (gov sig)                                              
               Sent to the Governor for Executive approval.                      
 
SB  678     B JONES         TAX/TAXATION             
            Expands the tax clearance program to include lottery license     
            renewals and the awarding of lottery vendor contracts (7/1/01)   
               Amendments proposed by the House read and concurred in,           
               37 yeas and 0 nays.  Motion to reconsider tabled.                 
 
SB  680     MCPHERSON       PUBLIC PROPERTY          
            Authorizes the Board of Commissioners of the Red River,          
            Atchafalaya, and Bayou Boeuf Levee District to exchange title    
            to certain properties in Rapides Parish with the Hemphill Star   
            Church and Hemphill Star Cemetery.                               
               Sent to the Governor for Executive approval.                      
 
SB  694     HOYT            TAX/TAXATION             
            Authorizes all Enrolled Agents licensed by the U. S. Department  
            of the Treasury to represent taxpayers in administrative         
            matters.                                                         
               Enrolled and signed by the President of the Senate.               
 
SB  695     HOYT            FUNDS/FUNDING            
            Deletes minimum interest rate requirement for certain            
            certificates of deposit.                                         
               Received from the House with amendments.                          
 
SB  702     DARDENNE        SCHOOLS                  
            Requires make-up days when school board closes school as the     
            result of school employees threatening or failing to appear for  
            work.  (gov sig)                                                 
               Sent to the Governor for Executive approval.                      
 



SB  703     MALONE          COMMERCIAL REGULATIONS   
            Prohibits grocery stores that issue certain cards from selling   
            information derived from such cards.                             
               Sent to the Governor for Executive approval.                      
 
SB  704     FONTENOT        HOUSING                  
            Provides for regulation of manufactured housing industry.        
               Notice House conferees appointed.                                 
               Rules suspended; Conference Committee report read.  Rules         
               suspended; adopted by a vote of 39 yeas and 0 nays.               
               Motion to reconsider tabled.                                      
 
SB  718     HOYT            SPECIAL DISTRICTS        
            Creates the Vermilion Parish Economic Development District.      
            (gov sig)                                                        
               Received from the House without amendments.                       
 
SB  722     HAINKEL         FEES/LICENSES/PERMITS    
            Imposes a moratorium on the certification of methadone clinics   
            pending further study by Department of Health and Hospitals of   
            the need and criteria for certification of such clinics.         
            (7/1/01)                                                         
               Received from the House with amendments.                          
 
SB  725     HINES           LOCAL EMPLOYEES          
            Classifies Hepatitis B and Hepatitis C as occupational diseases  
            or infirmities connected with certain duties of a firefighter or 
            policeman.                                                       
               Received from the House without amendments.                       
 
SB  730     HINES           NURSES                   
            Revises the membership of the Joint Administration Committee on  
            Prescriptive Authority for Advanced Practice Registered Nurses   
            and provides for its powers and duties.  (7/1/01)                
               Notice House conferees appointed.                                 
               Rules suspended; Conference Committee report read.  Rules         
               suspended; adopted by a vote of 39 yeas and 0 nays.               
               Motion to reconsider tabled.                                      
 
SB  732     HINES           MEDICAID                 
            Provides for reimbursement of rural hospitals under the medical  
            assistance program and for rules related thereto.                
               Received from the House without amendments.                       
 
SB  733     B JONES         SPECIAL DISTRICTS        
            Continues authority for certain membership on the board of fire  
            protection districts within certain parishes.  (gov sig)         
               Enrolled and signed by the President of the Senate.               
 
SB  740     BOISSIERE       INSURERS                 
            Repeals requirement for temporary bonds prior to issuance of     
            certificates of authority for domestic incorporated insurers.    
               Sent to the Governor for Executive approval.                      
 
SB  742     BARHAM          SPECIAL DISTRICTS        
            Continues the applicability of exemption from having proof of a  
            current service charge receipt to obtain reduced insurance rates 
            in certain fire protection districts. (gov sig)                  
               Received from the House without amendments.                       
 
SB  748     C D JONES       SPECIAL DISTRICTS        
            Continues membership of board of governors of prison districts   
            in certain parishes.  (gov sig)                                  
               Amendments proposed by the House read and concurred in,           
               37 yeas and 0 nays.  Motion to reconsider tabled.                 
 
SB  750     SCHEDLER        CIVIL PROCEDURE          
            Authorizes self-insured health care provider to be removed from  
            petition following property executed released and settlement of  
            claim. (gov sig)                                                 
               Enrolled and signed by the President of the Senate.               
 
SB  751     MOUNT           CHILDREN                 
            Provides for the establishment of transitional youth residences, 
            program of licensure, adoption of regulations, fees and          
            licenses. (gov sig)                                              
               Received from the House with amendments.                          
 
SB  753     BOISSIERE       INSURANCE DEPARTMENT     
            Provides for examinations of insurers by the commissioner of     
            insurance.                                                       
               Sent to the Governor for Executive approval.                      
 
SB  755     C D JONES       SCHOOLS                  
            Continues authority of certain school boards to levy a sales     



            tax.                                                             
               Received from the House without amendments.                       
 
SB  764     DARDENNE        SCHOOLS                  
            Continues applicability of provisions concerning promotion of    
            certain school employees in certain school districts. (gov sig)  
               Sent to the Governor for Executive approval.                      
 
SB  769     GAUTREAUX       PARISHES                 
            Continues authority of sewerage districts within certain         
            parishes to have privileges against property for unpaid service  
            charges or user fees for sewerage diposal services. (gov sig)    
               Sent to the Governor for Executive approval.                      
 
SB  770     GAUTREAUX       MUNICIPALITIES           
            Decreases parish population requirement in which a municipal     
            authority may regulate closing time at bars in certain parishes. 
            (gov sig)                                                        
               Received from the House with amendments.                          
 
SB  776     B JONES         SCHOOLS                  
            Establishes a program of universal early childhood education     
            and care classes for four-year olds in any public school system  
            that wishes to participate. (gov sig)                            
               Notice House conferees appointed.                                 
               Rules suspended; Conference Committee report read.  Rules         
               suspended; adopted by a vote of 39 yeas and 0 nays.               
               Motion to reconsider tabled.                                      
 
SB  792     IRONS           SCHOOLS                  
            Establishes a program of suicide prevention in public schools.   
            (gov sig)                                                        
               Received from the House without amendments.                       
 
SB  809     DARDENNE        STATE POLICE RET FUND    
            Authorizes lump sum payment for accumulated annual and sick      
            leave that exceeds one hundred percent of retirement benefit.    
               Enrolled and signed by the President of the Senate.               
 
SB  816     MOUNT           CHILDREN                 
            Authorizes the release of otherwise confidential child welfare   
            records in certain cases. (gov sig)                              
               Received from the House without amendments.                       
 
SB  833     HOYT            FIREFIGHTERS RETIREMENT  
            Provides for conversion from service retirement to service       
            connected disability retirement for members and DROP             
            participants.                                                    
               Received from the House with amendments.                          
 
SB  855     SCHEDLER        EXCEPTIONAL PERSONS      
            Creates the Disability Services and Supports System Planning     
            Group.                                                           
               Amendments proposed by the House read and concurred in,           
               38 yeas and 0 nays.  Motion to reconsider tabled.                 
 
SB  865     THOMAS          LEGISLATION              
            Requires Dept. of Insurance to conduct an actuarial cost         
            analysis on certain health insurance benefits and options        
            mandated by law.                                                 
               Read by title.  Returned to the calendar subject to call.         
 
SB  866     CAMPBELL        ANIMALS                  
            Allows for the introduction of dogfighting paraphernalia as      
            prima facie evidence of dogfighting.  (gov sig)                  
               Received from the House with amendments.                          
 
SB  878     MARIONNEAUX     CRIMINAL PROCEDURE       
            Provides that a bail bond is null and uncollectable when the     
            time for prosecution has lapsed unless the bond has been         
            previously forfeited.                                            
               Enrolled and signed by the President of the Senate.               
 
SB  884     MARIONNEAUX     CRIMINAL PROCEDURE       
            Extends from six months to one year the period for enforcement   
            and collection of a judgment of bond forfeiture on bonds with a  
            value of $50,000 or more.                                        
               Received from the House with amendments.                          
 
SB  885     MARIONNEAUX     CRIMINAL PROCEDURE       
            Authorizes a defendant's letter of incarceration relative to     
            bail bond forfeiture to be issued by any officer in charge of    
            the detaining facility and provides relative to determination of 
            satisfaction of bond forfeiture.                                 
               Amendments proposed by the House read and concurred in,           



               33 yeas and 0 nays.  Motion to reconsider tabled.                 
 
SB  892     CRAVINS         SHERIFFS                 
            Continues authority for sheriff fees in certain parishes. (gov   
            sig)                                                             
               Notice House conferees appointed.                                 
 
SB  896     HAINKEL         BANKS/BANKING            
            Provides relative to consideration of excess capital stock,      
            surplus, or undivided profits when selecting a local             
            depository.  (gov sig)                                           
               Enrolled and signed by the President of the Senate.               
 
SB  898     C FIELDS        COURTS                   
            Requires certain city court judgments to be appealed to the      
            district court of the parish in which the original jurisdiction  
            was located.                                                     
               Received from the House with amendments.                          
 
SB  905     HAINKEL         PUBLIC BUILDINGS/GROUNDS 
            Provides for security services within and about the state        
            capitol complex.  (gov sig)                                      
               Amendments proposed by the House read and rejected, 38            
               yeas, and 0 nays.  Motion to reconsider tabled.                   
 
SB  911     BOISSIERE       COURTS                   
            Provides for the exemption of parking violations from the        
            jurisdiction of certain courts in the parish of Orleans and in   
            certain district courts of the parishes within the limits of     
            the Port of Orleans. (gov sig)                                   
               Received from the House with amendments.                          
 
SB  918     HOYT            GAMING                   
            Provides for the redistribution of certain video poker           
            revenues. (gov sig)                                              
               Enrolled and signed by the President of the Senate.               
 
SB  933     DARDENNE        CLERKS OF COURT RET      
            Provides for retirement benefits for court reporters. (7/1/01)   
               Received from the House with amendments.                          
 
SB  941     HAINKEL         WORKERS' COMPENSATION    
            Provides relative to the Horsemen's Workers Compensation Relief  
            Act.                                                             
               Sent to the Governor for Executive approval.                      
 
SB  954     DARDENNE        CIVIL PROCEDURE          
            Authorizes court orders for partition of retirement and other    
            deferred work benefits.                                          
               Sent to the Governor for Executive approval.                      
 
SB  955     DARDENNE        LIABILITY                
            Provides relative to limitation of liability for damages from    
            donated vitamins.                                                
               Sent to the Governor for Executive approval.                      
 
SB  956     MICHOT          ELECTRONICS              
            Authorizes certain local entities to accept payment of local     
            charges by credit card, debit card or other similar payment      
            devices. (7/1/01)                                                
               Received from the House with amendments.                          
 
SB  963     LENTINI         TUTORSHIP                
            Provides limited exception from disqualification of a parent     
            as tutor of a minor child.                                       
               Enrolled and signed by the President of the Senate.               
 
SB  964     BOISSIERE       INSURERS                 
            Reestablishes the La. Joint Reinsurance Plan to effect the area  
            designated as the Fair Access to Insurance Requirements Plan     
            area.                                                            
               Enrolled and signed by the President of the Senate.               
 
SB  965     HOYT            WATER/WATERWAYS          
            Provides relative to the management of ground water resources    
            in the state.  (gov sig)                                         
               Amendments proposed by the House read and concurred in,           
               34 yeas and 3 nays.  Motion to reconsider tabled.                 
 
SB  974     ULLO            GOVERNMENT ORGANIZATION  
            Abolishes certain agencies and commissions.                      
               Received from the House with amendments.                          
 
SB  978     THOMAS          MUNICIPALITIES           
            Authorizes the town of Abita Springs to sell certain immovable   



            property.                                                        
               Received from the House with amendments.                          
 
SB  979     BOISSIERE       LOCAL AGENCIES           
            Authorizes the Board of Commission of the Port of New Orleans    
            to conduct administrative hearing for parking violations.        
            (7-1-01)                                                         
               Received from the House with amendments.                          
 
SB  990     C D JONES       SPECIAL DISTRICTS        
            Creates the Southside Economic Development District in the city  
            of Monroe.  (gov sig)                                            
               Amendments proposed by the House read and concurred in,           
               39 yeas and 0 nays.  Motion to reconsider tabled.                 
 
SB  992     ULLO            JUVENILES                
            Adds certain judicial districts to the truancy and assessment    
            and service center pilot program.                                
               Amendments proposed by the House read and concurred in,           
               39 yeas and 0 nays.  Motion to reconsider tabled.                 
 
SB  998     B JONES         PARISHES                 
            Authorizes the Lincoln Parish Police Jury to appoint two         
            additional members to the Lincoln Parish Library Board of        
            Control.                                                         
               Enrolled and signed by the President of the Senate.               
 
SB 1000     C D JONES       STATE EMPLOYEE RET       
            Authorizes judge to purchase credit for service with Legal Aid   
            Bureau.                                                          
               Received from the House with amendments.                          
 
SB 1002     HAINKEL         SURVEYORS                
            Provides for the certification of land surveyor interns.         
               Sent to the Governor for Executive approval.                      
 
SB 1006     HOYT            PUBLIC BUILDINGS/GROUNDS 
            Authorizes the Vermilion Parish Police Jury to lease a portion   
            of a public building to the previous owner of the buildling.     
            (gov sig)                                                        
               Received from the House without amendments.                       
 
SB 1007     BEAN            PUBLIC RECORDS           
            Exempts certain records of the Louisiana State Board of          
            Practical Nurse Examiners from the Public Records Law.           
               Received from the House without amendments.                       
 
SB 1011     LENTINI         CRIME/PUNISHMENT         
            Establishes a pilot program of home incarceration using          
            electronic monitoring.                                           
               Received from the House with amendments.                          
 
SB 1016     LENTINI         CLERKS OF COURT          
            Provides that the clerk of court of Jefferson Parish shall       
            serve as the ex officio clerk of court for a consolidated        
            Justice of the Peace Litter Court of Jefferson Parish. (gov      
            sig)                                                             
               Received from the House without amendments.                       
 
SB 1017     LENTINI         COURTS                   
            Authorizes facsimile transmission in civil matters with the      
            First and Second Parish Courts of Jefferson Parish.  (gov sig)   
               Received from the House with amendments.                          
 
SB 1018     SCHEDLER        MUNICIPALITIES           
            Provides for authority of municipal officials during emergency   
            within a municipality. (gov sig)                                 
               Received from the House with amendments.                          
 
SB 1022     JOHNSON         LOCAL FINANCE            
            Authorizes local sales tax increment financing in New Orleans.   
            (gov sig)                                                        
               Amendments proposed by the House read and concurred in,           
               37 yeas and 1 nays.  Motion to reconsider tabled.                 
 
SB 1025     MCPHERSON       ROADS/HIGHWAYS           
            Prohibits stacked configuration of more that one sign if the     
            total area of the signs exceeds 576 square feet.                 
               Sent to the Governor for Executive approval.                      
 
SB 1027     CHAISSON        COURTS                   
            Authorizes use of certain fees in courts of appeals to be used   
            to defray the expense of employment benefits for court           
            employees, including judges, as directed by the court.           
               Enrolled and signed by the President of the Senate.               



 
SB 1028     MCPHERSON       HEALTH CARE              
            Authorizes information relative to conviction of certain acts    
            committed by certain nonlicensed persons or licensed ambulance   
            personnel be provided to certain employers pursuant to a         
            criminal history check.                                          
               Received from the House without amendments.                       
 
SB 1029     C FIELDS        FISCAL CONTROLS          
            Authorizes the use of deposit guaranty bonds as security for     
            deposits of state funds.                                         
               Amendments proposed by the House read and concurred in,           
               39 yeas and 0 nays.  Motion to reconsider tabled.                 
 
SB 1031     FONTENOT        MOTOR VEHICLES           
            Changes the maximum storage cost of a vehicle left unclaimed at  
            a repair shop from $10 per day to the maximum charge set by the  
            Public Service Commission for towing facilities.                 
               Sent to the Governor for Executive approval.                      
 
SB 1032     MALONE          PUBLIC BUILDINGS/GROUNDS 
            Authorizes certain school boards to rename stadiums and          
            buildings. (gov sig)                                             
               Received from the House without amendments.                       
 
SB 1036     BAJOIE          HEALTH CARE              
            Expands the definition of "ambulatory surgical centers" and      
            provides for rules and regulations thereof.  (gov sig)           
               Received from the House without amendments.                       
 
SB 1040     CRAVINS         COURTS                   
            Increases fees collected by the marshal in Opelousas City Court  
            for service of subpoenas in criminal matters and delays          
            application of educational requirements for the marshal.         
            (gov sig)                                                        
               Enrolled and signed by the President of the Senate.               
 
SB 1041     SCHEDLER        MUNICIPAL POL EMPS RET   
            Authorizes members of the Municipal Police Employees'            
            Retirement System with a vested military benefit to purchase     
            credit for that military service.                                
               Amendments proposed by the House read and rejected, 37            
               yeas, and 0 nays.  Motion to reconsider tabled.                   
 
SB 1042     SCHEDLER        MENTAL HEALTH            
            Provides for advance directives for mental health treatment.     
               Received from the House with amendments.                          
 
SB 1043     SCHEDLER        MEDICAID                 
            Provides for the development and implementation of a pilot       
            project for hospice care for Medicaid recipients.  (gov sig)     
               Enrolled and signed by the President of the Senate.               
 
SB 1044     M SMITH         MOTOR VEHICLES           
            Eliminates the regular motor vehicle registration license fee    
            for special license plates for antique motor vehicles and        
            motorcycles.                                                     
               Sent to the Governor for Executive approval.                      
 
SB 1047     MCPHERSON       SPECIAL DISTRICTS        
            Creates a parish hospital service district with authority to     
            issue bonds for construction of new facilities. (gov sig)        
               Received from the House with amendments.                          
 
SB 1052     M SMITH         SCHOOLS                  
            Authorizes the enrollment of a pupil in a school system          
            adjoining his districted system when the transportation of the   
            pupil equals or exceeds one hour.  (gov sig)                     
               Received from the House with amendments.                          
 
SB 1060     C ROMERO        PUBLIC LANDS             
            Authorizes the secretary of the Department of Public Safety and  
            Corrections to exchange certain property located in Lafayette    
            Parish with Adrian Vega.                                         
               Amendments proposed by the House read and concurred in,           
               39 yeas and 0 nays.  Motion to reconsider tabled.                 
 
SB 1061     C ROMERO        PUBLIC LANDS             
            Authorizes the state land office to sell its one-third           
            undivided interest in a certain parcel of land in St. Martin     
            Parish at public auction.                                        
               Amendments proposed by the House read and concurred in,           
               38 yeas and 0 nays.  Motion to reconsider tabled.                 
 
SB 1064     HAINKEL         LEGISLATORS              



            Provides relative to expense allowance of legislators in         
            connection with the holding or conduct of office.  (7/1/01)      
               Amendments proposed by the House read and rejected, 37            
               yeas, and 0 nays.  Motion to reconsider tabled.                   
 
SB 1072     B JONES         REAPPORTIONMENT          
            Repeals certain prohibitions against school boards subdividing   
            precincts in parishes.                                           
               Amendments proposed by the House read and concurred in,           
               38 yeas and 0 nays.  Motion to reconsider tabled.                 
 
SB 1073     ELLINGTON       AGRICULTURAL COMMODITIES 
            Provides for labeling of catfish.  (1/1/02)                      
               Amendments proposed by the House read and concurred in,           
               38 yeas and 0 nays.  Motion to reconsider tabled.                 
 
SB 1074     LAMBERT         PUBLIC SERVICE COMN      
            Requires a remand to the PSC for consideration of additional     
            evidence if a court decides it is important to the cause and     
            that the party could not have obtained it through due diligence  
            in the orginal proceeding.  (gov sig)                            
               Sent to the Governor for Executive approval.                      
 
SB 1076     HOYT            CHILDREN                 
            Prohibits the visitation of a child by a natural parent when     
            such child was conceived through a felony rape.                  
               Sent to the Governor for Executive approval.                      
 
SB 1080     DUPRE           COURTS                   
            Provides for civil jurisdiction in certain city courts. (gov     
            sig)                                                             
               Received from the House without amendments.                       
 
SB 1104     B JONES         REVENUE DEPARTMENT       
            Expands the current authority of the secretary of the            
            Department of Revenue to contract with private collection        
            agencies to include in-state uncollectibles. (2/3-CA7s2.1(A))    
            (gov sig)                                                        
               Amendments proposed by the House read and concurred in,           
               38 yeas and 0 nays.  Motion to reconsider tabled.                 
 
SR   45     IRONS           INTERGOVERN RELATIONS    
            Requests the commissioner of agriculture and forestry and the    
            appropriate officials of other states to join together to        
            develop an approach to fighting the Formosan termite.            
               Rules suspended; introduced in the Senate, read first time        
               by title.                                                         
 
SR   46     HOYT            U S DEPARTMENTS          
            Requests U.S. Army Corps of Engineers to study and evaluate the  
            area in and around the town of Erath, Louisiana, to assist in    
            development of a course of action to alleviate future flooding   
            in that region.                                                  
               Rules suspended; introduced in the Senate.  Read by title,        
               rules suspended, adopted.                                         
 
SR   47     HAINKEL         CONDOLENCES              
            Expresses condolences on the death of Joseph Earl Ebrecht.       
               Rules suspended; introduced in the Senate.  Read by title,        
               rules suspended, adopted.                                         
 
SR   48     HOYT            CONTRACTORS              
            Requests the State Licensing Board for Contractors and the       
            Louisiana Data Base Commission to study the issuance of          
            electronic building permits.                                     
               Rules suspended; introduced in the Senate.  Read by title,        
               rules suspended, adopted.                                         
 
SR   49     MICHOT          PUBLIC SFTY/CORRECT DEPT 
            Requests the office of motor vehicles to study the feasibility   
            of issuance of rules concerning licensed persons who have        
            epileptic seizures and drive and to promulgate such rules as     
            determined appropriate.                                          
               Rules suspended; introduced in the Senate.  Read by title,        
               rules suspended, adopted.                                         
 
SCR  17     C FIELDS        CIVIL SERVICE            
            Urges and requests the Dept. of Civil Service to accept any      
            college credit or degrees from schools which are a part of the   
            La. Community and Technical College System and have been         
            accredited by the Council of Occupational Education.             
               Sent to the Secretary of State.                                   
 
SCR  52     MCPHERSON       WATER/WATERWAYS          
            Requests the attorney general, the Coastal Zone Management       



            Program and the office of state lands to give the public notice  
            prior to any public waterway being barricaded or gated and to    
            take action necessary to protect access.                         
               Conference committee report read, rules suspended, adopted        
               by a vote of 30 yeas and 0 nays.  Motion to reconsider tabled     
 
SCR  67     IRONS           LEGISLATIVE OVERSIGHT    
            Creates a special legislative committee to provide oversight     
            over use of federal TANF funds.                                  
               Sent to the Secretary of State.                                   
 
SCR  71     IRONS           FUNDS/FUNDING            
            Requests the Department of Culture, Recreation and Tourism and   
            the Department of Economic Development to jointly study          
            benefits of a Louisiana entertainment industry.                  
               Sent to the Secretary of State.                                   
 
SCR 102     C D JONES       JOINT RULES              
            Requires that all legislative instruments which provide          
            mandatory minimum or maximum prison sentences have attached a    
            fiscal note prior to committee consideration.                    
               Sent to the Secretary of State.                                   
 
SCR 140     IRONS           CONGRESS                 
            Memorializes Congress to study the feasibility of insurance      
            coverage for loss, damage, or diminution in value to property    
            caused by drought.                                               
               Enrolled and signed by the President of the Senate.               
 
SCR 143     CRAVINS         COMMITTEE STUDIES        
            Requests the Department of Natural Resources and the Louisiana   
            Home Builders Association to study the feasibility of adopting   
            a statewide residential energy code.                             
               Sent to the Secretary of State.                                   
 
SCR 144     C D JONES       COMMITTEE STUDIES        
            Requests the Senate committee on Judiciary B to study the        
            economic impact of the current mandatory minimum sentencing      
            laws.                                                            
               Sent to the Secretary of State.                                   
 
SCR 149     HAINKEL         COMMENDATIONS            
            Commends the Tulane Green Wave baseball program on their first   
            super regional win and extends best wishes on their pursuit of   
            a national championship in Omaha.                                
               Sent to the Secretary of State.                                   
 
SCR 153     HAINKEL         COMMENDATIONS            
            Commends Senator Diana Bajoie on twenty-five years of            
            dedicated, unselfish, and exemplary service as a member of the   
            Louisiana Legislature.                                           
               Sent to the Secretary of State.                                   
 
SCR 154     DUPRE           GOVERNOR                 
            Urges and requests the governor to declare a state of emergency  
            in Lafourche and Terrebonne parishes.                            
               Sent to the Secretary of State.                                   
 
SCR 155     MOUNT           HEALTH/HOSPITALS DEPT    
            Requests the secretary of DHH to appoint a physical therapist    
            to the membership of the Medical Care Advisory Committee.        
               Enrolled and signed by the President of the Senate.               
 
SCR 157     ELLINGTON       COMMITTEE STUDIES        
            Requests the Senate and Governmental Affairs Committee and the   
            House Governmental Affairs Committee to jointly study certain    
            exceptions to the Ethics Code.                                   
               Received from the House without amendments.                       
               Enrolled and signed by the President of the Senate.               
 
SCR 158     THOMAS          LOCAL AGENCIES           
            Establishes the Washington Parish Reservoir Commission.          
               Received from the House without amendments.                       
               Enrolled and signed by the President of the Senate.               
 
SCR 159     MOUNT           CONDOLENCES              
            Expresses condolences upon the death of Malcolm Jones.           
               Received from the House without amendments.                       
               Enrolled and signed by the President of the Senate.               
 
SCR 160     IRONS           INTERGOVERN RELATIONS    
            Requests the commissioner of agriculture and forestry and the    
            appropriate officials of other states to join together to        
            develop an approach to fighting the Formosan termite.            
               Rules suspended; introduced in the Senate, read first time        



               by title.                                                         
 
SCR 161     THEUNISSEN      COMMENDATIONS            
            Commends both the Baton Rouge Cadet Squadron on being honored    
            as the CAP Squadron of Distinction for the year 2000 and Major   
            Joe Muffoletto as its commander.                                 
               Rules suspended; introduced in the Senate.  Read by title.        
               Rules suspended; adopted by the vote of 29 yeas and 0 nays        
               and ordered to the House.                                         
 
SCR 162     HAINKEL         COMMENDATIONS            
            Commends the Zephyr Field officials and crew for making the      
            NCAA Super Regional a success.                                   
               Rules suspended; introduced in the Senate.  Read by title.        
               Rules suspended; adopted by the vote of 39 yeas and 0 nays        
               and ordered to the House.                                         
 
HB    3     HAMMETT         CAPITAL OUTLAY           
            Provides for the Omnibus Bond Act                                
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB    6     RIDDLE          CIVIL/PROCEDURE          
            Provides for partial final judgments for court-imposed           
            sanctions and disciplinary actions related to violations of      
            health care provider-patient privilege                           
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB   19     THOMPSON        STUDENT/SCH ATTENDANCE   
            Requries, with certain exceptions, persons having control of a   
            child to send such child to school from the child's 7th          
            birthday until his 18th birthday rather than his 17th birthday   
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB   24     M STRAIN        ELECTION OFFENSES        
            Prohibits misrepresentation that a person or organization        
            speaks, writes, or acts on behalf of a candidate, committee, or  
            political party; provides for attorney fees to petitioner        
            granted a permanent injunction, and requires enforcement pro     
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB   57     ANSARDI         CHILDREN/PARENTAL RIGHTS 
            Provides relative to the name change of minors                   
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB   66     PITRE           SUCCESSIONS              
            Provides for the exercise of succession rights                   
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB   81     BRUCE           TRAFFIC                  
            Provides relative to bicycle helmets and restraining seats       
               Notice House rejected Senate amendments, and House                
               conferees appointed.                                              
 
HB   98     R CARTER        CEMETERIES               
            Provides for the preference of a surviving spouse in disposing   
            of the remains of the decedent spouse                            
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB  101     HILL            PROPERTY/COMMUNITY       
            Requires the consent of both spouses to alienate, encumber,      
            lease, or harvest community timber                               
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB  102     MURRAY          COURTS/DISTRICT          
            Provides for additional salary of chief judges of district       
            courts                                                           
               Reconsidered.  Read by title and returned to the calendar         
               subject to call as amended.                                       
 
HB  103     POWELL          ELECTROLOGISTS           
            Makes changes to the practice of electrology and the State       
            Board of Electrolysis Examiners                                  
               Read by title and finally passed, 35 yeas and 0 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
HB  107     SALTER          JUVENILES/DETENTION FAC  
            Provides for the administration of medication to children in     
            juvenile detention facilities                                    
               Senate floor amendments read and adopted.  Read by title and      
               finally passed as amended, 36 yeas and 0 nays; title read         
               and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to             
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
HB  110     CURTIS          RETIREMENT/TEACHERS      



            Authorizes a one-year period for members to redeposit funds      
            received as a lump sum distribution from the Deferred            
            Retirement Option Plan                                           
               Reported without Legislative Bureau amendments, read by           
               title and passed to a third reading.                              
 
HB  111     FAUCHEUX        COURTS/DISTRICT          
            Repeals the date on which the authority of the 40th JDC to hold  
            certain sessions of court on the east bank will terminate        
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB  134     POWELL          RETIREMENT/TEACHERS      
            Authorizes the retroactive recalculation of certain members'     
            disability benefits                                              
               Read by title and finally passed, 34 yeas and 0 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
HB  154     R CARTER        RETIREMENT/MUNICIPAL EMP 
            Changes the beginning date for payment of interest on DROP       
            account from the date that employment is terminated to the date  
            that DROP participation is terminated                            
               Reported without Legislative Bureau amendments, read by           
               title and passed to a third reading.                              
 
HB  181     RIDDLE          INDIAN AFFAIRS           
            Establishes criteria for state recognition of Indian tribes      
               Senate floor amendment read and adopted.                          
               Read by title as amended and failed to pass 18 yeas and           
               14 nays.                                                          
               Notice of reconsideration.                                        
 
HB  191     BRUNEAU         SUCCESSIONS              
            Provides that the law in effect at the date of the testator's    
            death governs the construction of the testament                  
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB  226     FAUCHEUX        CRIME                    
            Provides with respect to the crime of carnal knowledge of a      
            juvenile                                                         
               Read by title and finally passed, 35 yeas and 0 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
HB  234     PERKINS         MATRIMONIAL REGIMES      
            Requires license issuing officer to deliver a summary of the     
            covenant marriage laws                                           
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB  243     SCALISE         PUBLIC BUILDINGS/GROUNDS 
            Provides relative to the transfer of rights to name the          
            Superdome                                                        
               Rules suspended; reported favorably, rules suspended, read        
               by title and referred to the Legislative Bureau.                  
 
HB  254     DAMICO          ENVIRONMENT/SOLID WASTE  
            Removes authority of the secretary of the Department of          
            Environmental Quality to impose fees on certain solid waste      
            facilities                                                       
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB  255     DIEZ            PUBLIC CONTRACTS         
            Increases certain contract limits for certain DOTD projects      
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB  262     GREEN           CHILDREN/SUPPORT         
            Provides for the termination of income assignment orders         
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB  264     HAMMETT         TAX/INSURANCE PREMIUM    
            Authorizes local governments to contract with the Louisiana      
            Municipal Advisory and Technical Services Bureau for the         
            collection of the local insurance premium license tax            
               Conference committee report read, rules suspended, adopted        
               by a vote of 32 yeas and 0 nays.  Motion to reconsider tabled     
 
HB  276     MONTGOMERY      RACING/HORSE             
            Requires racing associations to make purses for special          
            accredited Louisiana bred thoroughbred races at least equal to   
            purses for similar races                                         
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB  278     MONTGOMERY      CONTRACTORS              
            Allows certain inactive residential building contractors to      
            maintain an inactive license                                     



               Read by title and finally passed, 36 yeas and 0 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
HB  292     MONTGOMERY      RACING/HORSE             
            Allows a horsemen's organization to act as a trust, a            
            corporation, or both                                             
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB  312     PITRE           WATERWAYS/SALT INTRUSION 
            Authorizes the board of commissioners of Bayou Lafourche         
            Freshwater District to develop and implement measures to         
            prevent the intrusion of salt water into the flow of fresh       
            water                                                            
               Read by title and finally passed, 38 yeas and 0 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
HB  316     ANSARDI         CHILDRENS CODE           
            Continuous revision of the Children's Code                       
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB  318     ANSARDI         CHILDREN/ADOPTION        
            Authorizes continuing post-adoption contact between a child and  
            certain persons                                                  
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB  328     KENNARD         RAILROADS                
            Authorizes the reporting of railroad grade crossing violations   
            by certain persons                                               
               Rules suspended.                                                  
               Read by title and finally passed, 32 yeas and 0 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB  330     PERKINS         CRIME                    
            Provides for the abatement of public nuisances based on a        
            pattern of criminal activity involving violence or weapons       
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB  331     PERKINS         SANITARY CODE            
            Requires certain food service establishments to obtain a food    
            safety certificate                                               
               Senate floor amendments read and adopted.  Read by title and      
               finally passed as amended, 36 yeas and 0 nays; title read         
               and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to             
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
HB  338     DANIEL          MINERALS/LEASES          
            Provides for mineral leases on newly created water bottoms       
               Reported without Legislative Bureau amendments, read by           
               title and passed to a third reading.                              
 
HB  339     DANIEL          WITNESSES/CIVIL          
            Provides limitation of immunity for expert witnesses             
               Rules suspended.                                                  
               Read by title and finally passed, 33 yeas and 0 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB  348     McMAINS         LIABILITY/CIVIL          
            Provides limitation of liability for persons reporting impaired  
            applicants for driver's license and licensed drivers             
               Rules suspended.                                                  
               Read by title and finally passed as amended 33 yeas and           
               0 nays; title read and adopted and bill ordered to                
               the House.  Motion to reconsider tabled.                          
 
HB  357     M STRAIN        SANITARIANS              
            Provides for continuing education requirements and increases     
            licensure, licensure renewal, and miscellaneous fees             
               Read by title and finally passed, 38 yeas and 0 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
HB  360     ANSARDI         SUCCESSIONS              
            Provides relative to the acceptance of successions               
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB  361     ANSARDI         SUCCESSION/INHERITANCE   
            Provides relative to disinherison of forced heirs                
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 



HB  362     BOWLER          WEAPONS/HANDGUNS         
            Relative to permits for concealed handguns                       
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB  363     CROWE           PROBATION                
            Creates the Sex Offender Registry Technology Fund                
               Read by title and finally passed, 37 yeas and 0 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
HB  365     DIEZ            PUBLIC CONTRACTS         
            Provides relative to certain bonds submitted by contractors for  
            projects let by DOTD                                             
               Rules suspended.                                                  
               Read by title and finally passed, 33 yeas and 0 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB  377     ILES            HUMAN RIGHTS             
            Prohibits discrimination against mothers who breastfeed their    
            babies                                                           
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB  382     MARTINY         PRISONERS/GOOD TIME      
            Provides with respect to good time earned by prisoners in        
            parish prisons and multiparish facilities                        
               Read by title and finally passed, 37 yeas and 0 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
HB  386     MORRISH         LOCAL FINANCE/BUDGET ACT 
            Authorizes parish governing authorities to adopt annual budget   
            within thirty days after the fiscal year begins                  
               Reported without Legislative Bureau amendments, read by           
               title and passed to a third reading.                              
 
HB  387     MORRISH         LOCAL FINANCE/BUDGET ACT 
            Authorizes Jefferson Davis Parish governing authority to adopt   
            its annual budget within thirty days after the fiscal year       
            begins                                                           
               Reported without Legislative Bureau amendments, read by           
               title and passed to a third reading.                              
 
HB  389     SCALISE         STUDENT/LOANS-SCHOLARSHP 
            Prohibits a TOPS award recipient from being restricted or        
            otherwise delayed in first using the award due to the student    
            having graduated from high school in less than four years        
               Rules suspended.                                                  
               Senate floor amendments read and adopted.  Read by title and      
               finally passed as amended, 35 yeas and 0 nays; title read         
               and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to             
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
HB  410     K CARTER        STUDENT/LOANS-SCHOLARSHP 
            Provides TOPS award eligibility for certain students obtaining   
            high school equivalency diplomas issued by the state Dept. of    
            Education on or after July 1, 2000                               
               Rules suspended.                                                  
               Senate floor amendment read and adopted.                          
               Read by title, recommitted to the Committee on                    
               FINANCE.                                             
 
HB  417     DURAND          MUNICIPAL/ANNEXATION     
            Prohibits certain annexation of territory in St. Martin Parish   
            by the town of Broussard without approval of the parish          
               Reported without Legislative Bureau amendments, read by           
               title and passed to a third reading.                              
 
HB  418     DURAND          MUNICIPAL/ANNEXATION     
            Provides relative to certain annexation of territory in St.      
            Martin Parish                                                    
               Reported without Legislative Bureau amendments, read by           
               title and passed to a third reading.                              
 
HB  419     ERDEY           WORKERS COMPENSATION     
            Increases benefit limits for each surviving parent from $20,000  
            to $50,000                                                       
               Rules suspended.                                                  
               Read by title and finally passed as amended 35 yeas and           
               0 nays; title read and adopted and bill ordered to                
               the House.  Motion to reconsider tabled.                          
 
HB  422     FARRAR          CRIME/THEFT              
            Creates the crime of theft of motor vehicle fuel                 



               Read by title and finally passed, 38 yeas and 0 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
HB  423     FAUCHEUX        PUBLIC LANDS/STATE       
            Authorizes the transfer or lease of certain state property in    
            St. John the Baptist Parish from the Department of               
            Transportation and Development to the descendants of and buyers  
            from the original owner                                          
               Rules suspended.                                                  
               Read by title and finally passed, 34 yeas and 1 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB  426     FUTRELL         CRIME/SEX OFFENSES       
            Creates the crime of unlawful presence of sexually violent       
            predators                                                        
               Reported with Legislative Bureau amendments which were read       
               and adopted.  Read by title and passed to a third reading.        
 
HB  461     DANIEL          INSURANCE/HEALTH-ACCID   
            Prohibits excluding coverage of a correctable medical condition  
            solely because the condition results in infertility              
               Notice House rejected Senate amendments, and House                
               conferees appointed.                                              
 
HB  471     GALLOT          FUNDS/FUNDING            
            Dedicates certain state sales tax collections to the Claiborne   
            Parish Tourism and Economic Development Fund                     
               Reported without Legislative Bureau amendments, read by           
               title and passed to a third reading.                              
 
HB  474     JOHNS           LIABILITY/CIVIL          
            Authorizes health care providers in community health care        
            clinics to treat patients who are not enrolled in public         
            entitlement programs                                             
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB  485     TOOMY           BUDGETARY CONTROLS       
            (Constitutional Amendment) Mandates full funding of additional   
            compensation paid to certain local law enforcement and fire      
            protection personnel                                             
               Reported without Legislative Bureau amendments, read by           
               title and passed to a third reading.                              
 
HB  495     SCHNEIDER       RETIREMENT/STATE POLICE  
            Increases the benefit accural rate used for the calculation of   
            benefits (to 3.5%)                                               
               Rules suspended.  Called from the calendar.                       
               Senate floor amendments read and adopted.  Read by title and      
               finally passed as amended, 39 yeas and 0 nays; title read         
               and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to             
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
HB  496     SCHNEIDER       RETIREMENT/STATE POLICE  
            Authorizes the system to pay annual 2% supplemental COLA to      
            retirees and beneficiaries who are at least age 65               
               Rules suspended.  Called from the calendar.                       
               Read by title and finally passed, 39 yeas and 0 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
HB  508     DANIEL          FUNDS/INVESTMENTS        
            (Constitutional Amendment) Authorizes institutions of higher     
            education or their management boards to invest certain of their  
            funds in stocks                                                  
               Reported without Legislative Bureau amendments, read by           
               title and passed to a third reading.                              
 
HB  533     ANSARDI         COURTS/MAYORS            
            Authorizes the clerk of court to use an electronic signature,    
            stamp, or other such facsimile of the prosecuting attorney's     
            signature to sign the bills of information for the mayor's       
            court in the city of Kenner                                      
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB  540     ERDEY           CORONERS                 
            Provides for an exception in Livingston Parish to the            
            qualification for office                                         
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB  542     MONTGOMERY      COURTS/COURT REPORTERS   
            Increases certain fees for transcribed testimony in the          
            Twenty-Sixth Judicial District Court (parishes of Bossier and    



            Webster)                                                         
               Rules suspended; reported favorably, rules suspended, read        
               by title and referred to the Legislative Bureau.                  
 
HB  543     PITRE           COURTS/COURT REPORTERS   
            Increases certain fees for transcribed testimony in the          
            Seventeenth Judicial District Court, parish of Lafourche         
               Rules suspended; reported favorably, rules suspended, read        
               by title and referred to the Legislative Bureau.                  
 
HB  548     R CARTER        ETHICS/CODE              
            Provides for an exception to the Code of Governmental Ethics to  
            allow a physician to contract for the provision of health care   
            services with the health insurer of the employees of his agency. 
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB  555     L JACKSON       PUBLIC RECORDS           
            Provides for an exemption from the Public Records Laws for       
            certain information provided to a communications district by a   
            service provider                                                 
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB  556     PINAC           APPROPRIATIONS/JUDGMENT  
            Appropriate funds to pay settlement in the lawsuit entitled      
            "Gordon Jeansonne v. DHHR"                                       
               Reported without Legislative Bureau amendments, read by           
               title and passed to a third reading.                              
 
HB  568     KENNARD         RETIREMENT/DISTRICT ATTY 
            Authorizes any member of the board of trustees who is an         
            assistant district attorney who retires before the expiration    
            of the term for which he was elected to continue to serve for    
            the remainder of his term                                        
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB  569     McCALLUM        WILDLIFE & FISHERIES     
            Provides for special nonresident hunting and fishing             
            licenses for members of the outdoor press                        
               Rules suspended.                                                  
               Read by title and finally passed, 36 yeas and 0 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB  579     WADDELL         APPROPRIATIONS/TAX APPL  
            Appropriates funds to pay the claim against the state in         
            "Gannett River State Publishing Corp. v. State of Louisiana"     
            recommended for payment by Board of Tax Appeals                  
               Reported without Legislative Bureau amendments, read by           
               title and passed to a third reading.                              
 
HB  590     MONTGOMERY      RETIREMENT/TEACHERS      
            Provides regarding eligibility of employees of the Louisiana     
            High School Athletic Association and the Louisiana Association   
            of Educators to be members of the system                         
               Notice House rejected Senate amendments, and House                
               conferees appointed.                                              
 
HB  601     DANIEL          CHILDREN                 
            Adds members to the Children's Cabinet Advisory Board            
               Senate floor amendments read and adopted.  Read by title and      
               finally passed as amended, 36 yeas and 0 nays; title read         
               and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to             
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
HB  602     DANIEL          SEWERAGE                 
            Changes provisions on individual sewage treatment system         
            effluent                                                         
               Read by title and finally passed, 37 yeas and 0 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
HB  610     DOWNER          TRAFFIC                  
            Provides for the operation of motor vehicles when approaching a  
            parked emergency vehicle                                         
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB  612     DURAND          CRIMINAL/EXTRADITION     
            Deletes time limitation for expiration of the governor's arrest  
            warrant                                                          
               Read by title and finally passed, 37 yeas and 0 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
HB  622     FAUCHEUX        CRIME                    



            Provides for the crimes of owning dangerous and vicious dogs     
               Read by title and finally passed, 37 yeas and 0 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
HB  626     FLAVIN          CREDIT/CARDS             
            Restricts the amount of information that may appear on an        
            electronically printed credit card receipt                       
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB  628     HUDSON          TRAFFIC/VIOLATIONS       
            Provides for community service in lieu of penalty for            
            pedestrians on highways                                          
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB  647     DIEZ            APPROPRIATIONS/TAX APPL  
            Appropriates funds to pay the claim against the state in "Alloy  
            Piping Products v. State of Louisiana" recommended for payment   
            by the Board of Tax Appeals                                      
               Reported without Legislative Bureau amendments, read by           
               title and passed to a third reading.                              
 
HB  648     DOWNER          APPROPRIATIONS/TAX APPL  
            Appropriates funds to pay claims against the state recommended   
            for payment by the Board of Tax Appeals                          
               Rules suspended; reported favorably, rules suspended, read        
               by title and referred to the Legislative Bureau.                  
 
HB  658     MURRAY          COMMERCE                 
            Adds and revises provisions relative to the regulation of        
            antique dealers                                                  
               Read by title and finally passed, 33 yeas and 0 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
HB  659     PINAC           ENVIRONMENT/ENFORCEMENT  
            Provides that DEQ's lien on immovable property for costs of      
            remediation shall be subordinate to prior security interests up  
            to the pre-remediation value of the property and is superior to  
            such prior interests for any increase in value after             
               Reported without Legislative Bureau amendments, read by           
               title and passed to a third reading.                              
 
HB  669     LAFLEUR         CRIME                    
            Creates the crime of computer tampering                          
               Read by title and finally passed as amended 38 yeas and           
               0 nays; title read and adopted and bill ordered to                
               the House.  Motion to reconsider tabled.                          
 
HB  680     PINAC           LICENSING                
            Provides for the licensure of persons who engage in money        
            transmission                                                     
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB  696     McDONALD        COURTS/COURT REPORTERS   
            Authorizes an increase in fees for transcribed testimony in the  
            Sixth Judicial District                                          
               Rules suspended; reported favorably, rules suspended, read        
               by title and referred to the Legislative Bureau.                  
 
HB  704     K CARTER        HOSPITALS                
            Decreases time period within which to claim property abandoned   
            to hospitals                                                     
               Senate floor amendments read and adopted.  Read by title and      
               finally passed as amended, 36 yeas and 0 nays; title read         
               and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to             
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
HB  720     McMAINS         CIVIL/PROCEDURE          
            Provides for the continuous revision of the Code of Civil        
            Procedure                                                        
               Rules suspended.                                                  
               Read by title and finally passed as amended 35 yeas and           
               0 nays; title read and adopted and bill ordered to                
               the House.  Motion to reconsider tabled.                          
 
HB  721     McMAINS         CIVIL/PROCEDURE          
            Provides for delays for filing a response to an application to   
            the supreme court for a writ of certiorari                       
               Rules suspended.                                                  
               Read by title and finally passed, 33 yeas and 0 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 



HB  722     McMAINS         CIVIL/PROCEDURE          
            Provides for the appraisal and sale of seized property           
               Rules suspended.                                                  
               Read by title and finally passed, 34 yeas and 0 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB  738     FAUCHEUX        CRIME                    
            Provides penalties for promoting a pyramid scheme                
               Read by title and finally passed, 37 yeas and 0 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
HB  743     ANSARDI         CIVIL/DISCOVERY          
            Increases fees for the production of medical records             
               Read by title and finally passed as amended 37 yeas and           
               1 nays; title read and adopted and bill ordered to                
               the House.  Motion to reconsider tabled.                          
 
HB  744     CLARKSON        FAMILY LAW               
            Provides for modification of periodic support                    
               Reported without Legislative Bureau amendments, read by           
               title and passed to a third reading.                              
 
HB  757     PERKINS         JUVENILES                
            Provides for immunity for law enforcement officers in providing  
            assistance to runaway juveniles                                  
               Rules suspended.                                                  
               Read by title.  Returned to the calendar subject to call.         
               Rules suspended.  Called from the calendar.                       
               Read by title and finally passed, 36 yeas and 0 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
HB  762     MARTINY         GAMBLING/VIDEO POKER     
            Provides for the issuance of a conditional video draw poker      
            license within 90 days of submission of a completed application  
            or finding of unsuitability                                      
               Senate floor amendments read and adopted.  Read by title and      
               finally passed as amended, 32 yeas and 4 nays; title read         
               and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to             
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
HB  765     SALTER          APPROPRIATIONS/JUDGMENT  
            Appropriates fund to pay judgments against state in the suit     
            entitled  "Natchitoches Parish Port Commission v. DeBlieux &     
            Kelley, Inc."                                                    
               Reported with Legislative Bureau amendments which were read       
               and adopted.  Read by title and passed to a third reading.        
 
HB  766     FAUCHEUX        FUNDS/FUNDING            
            Provides for reallocation of monies in the St. John the Baptist  
            Convention Facility Fund                                         
               Read by title.  Returned to the calendar subject to call as       
               amended.                                                          
 
HB  767     MARTINY         CORRECTIONS/PRISONERS    
            Provides for participation of prisoners in criminal or civil     
            proceedings                                                      
               Read by title and finally passed, 36 yeas and 0 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
HB  769     RIDDLE          SUPPLEMENTAL PAY         
            Increases the number of Tunica-Biloxi tribal police officers     
            eligible for supplemental pay from 4 to 8                        
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB  774     STELLY          FIRE PROTECT/FIREMEN     
            Protects certified volunteer firefighters from employer actions  
            during course of firefighting duties                             
               Rules suspended; reported favorably, rules suspended, read        
               by title and referred to the Legislative Bureau.                  
 
HB  776     TOWNSEND        GAMBLING                 
            Provides that elected public officials can do business with      
            riverboat gaming licensees as musicians                          
               Senate floor amendments read and adopted.  Read by title and      
               finally passed as amended, 20 yeas and 16 nays; title read        
               and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to             
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
HB  777     TRICHE          RETIREMENT SYSTEMS       
            Requires the system to provide certain information upon request  



            regarding an active member's employer, salary, service credit,   
            and benefits payable to his DROP account                         
               Read by title and finally passed, 36 yeas and 0 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
HB  778     TRICHE          RETIREMENT/STATE EMPS    
            Provides for the Early Retirement and Payroll Reduction Act of   
            2001                                                             
               Read by title and finally passed, 35 yeas and 2 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
HB  786     DIEZ            MOTOR VEHICLES           
            Increases the maximum amount of convenience fees authorized to   
            be collected by public license tag agents for certain            
            transactions                                                     
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB  787     FRITH           CRIME/THEFT              
            Changes criminal penalties for the crime of theft of crawfish    
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB  794     THOMPSON        SCHOOLS/CHARTER          
            Provides relative to requirements for enrolling at-risk pupils   
            in certain charter schools in certain parishes                   
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB  796     WOOTON          SCHOOLS/CHARTER          
            Exempts charter schools established for dependent children of    
            military personnel from certain charter school enrollment        
            requirements                                                     
               Reported without Legislative Bureau amendments, read by           
               title and passed to a third reading.                              
 
HB  798     DONELON         EMPLOYMENT/AGENCIES      
            Repeals provisions of law that provide for the regulation of     
            employment agencies by the Department of Labor                   
               Rules suspended, reported with amendments.  Rules suspended,      
               committee amendments read and adopted.  Read by title and         
               referred to the Legislative Bureau.                               
 
HB  808     PITRE           WORKERS COMPENSATION     
            Requires publication of opinions from circuit courts of appeal   
            workers' compensation hearings                                   
               Rules suspended.                                                  
               Read by title and finally passed, 35 yeas and 1 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB  818     CRANE           STUDENT/LOANS-SCHOLARSHP 
            Extends through the 2002-2003 school year the time period for a  
            TOPS waiver from meeting high school core curriculum             
            requirements due to course unavailability                        
               Reported without Legislative Bureau amendments, read by           
               title and passed to a third reading.                              
 
HB  819     McMAINS         PHYSICIANS               
            Provides additional means of certification as an acupuncturist   
            or acupuncturists' assistant                                     
               Read by title and finally passed, 38 yeas and 0 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
HB  846     McMAINS         TRUSTS                   
            Provides for a revision of certain Trust Code provisions         
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB  855     MARTINY         GAMBLING/VIDEO POKER     
            Provides for issuance of subsequent licenses to applicants who   
            hold a video poker license                                       
               Read by title and finally passed as amended 36 yeas and           
               1 nays; title read and adopted and bill ordered to                
               the House.  Motion to reconsider tabled.                          
 
HB  860     TOWNSEND        CRIME                    
            Increases the penalty for solicitation for murder                
               Read by title and finally passed, 38 yeas and 0 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
HB  868     GREEN           SOCIAL WORKER            
            Allows graduates of nonaccredited schools with relevant work     
            experience to be eligible for certification and licensure        



               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB  873     HOLDEN          ENVIRONMENT/PERMITS      
            Provides for disclosure of identity of transferee of permits for 
            commercial hazardous waste facilities                            
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB  881     TOWNSEND        CRIMINAL/SUBPOENAS       
            Limits the use of criminal subpoenas by the district attorney    
            or attorney general                                              
               Read by title.  Returned to the calendar subject to call.         
 
HB  883     RIDDLE          CIVIL/PROCEDURE          
            Provides for the transfer of structured settlement payment       
            rights                                                           
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB  889     WINSTON         CHILDREN/ADOPTION        
            Requires the state to agree in all adoption contracts to         
            provide for future in-hospital mental health care for children   
            formerly in state custody who have been adopted                  
               Reported without Legislative Bureau amendments, read by           
               title and passed to a third reading.                              
 
HB  892     MORRISH         INSURANCE DEPARTMENT     
            Provides for notification and referral of alleged insurance      
            fraud activities                                                 
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB  894     M STRAIN        APPROPRIATIONS           
            Appropriates $60,000 to the estate of Nathan King and to         
            Stephen McLain to compensate them for injuries suffered as       
            victims of violent crimes, pursuant to judgment by the Board of  
            Review of the Department of Employment Security                  
               Reported without Legislative Bureau amendments, read by           
               title and passed to a third reading.                              
 
HB  895     CAZAYOUX        APPROPRIATIONS/TAX APPL  
            Appropriates funds to pay certain judgments and recommendations  
            for payment by the Board of Tax Appeals                          
               Reported without Legislative Bureau amendments, read by           
               title and passed to a third reading.                              
 
HB  908     HEBERT          DRUGS/TESTING            
            Exempts the drug courts from certain drug testing provisions     
               Read by title and finally passed, 37 yeas and 0 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
HB  909     McMAINS         APPROPRIATIONS/JUDGMENT  
            Appropriates funds to pay claim against the state in "Louisiana  
            Health Service and Indemnity Co. v. Secretary, Department of     
            Revenue and Taxation, State of Louisiana" recommended by the     
            Board of Tax Appeals                                             
               Reported without Legislative Bureau amendments, read by           
               title and passed to a third reading.                              
 
HB  914     DANIEL          RETIREMENT/TEACHERS      
            Creates an alternative contribution plan                         
               Read by title and finally passed as amended 36 yeas and           
               0 nays; title read and adopted and bill ordered to                
               the House.  Motion to reconsider tabled.                          
 
HB  919     DURAND          OCCUPATIONAL THERAPISTS  
            Allows occupational therapists to receive orders of advanced     
            practice registered nurses                                       
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB  921     M JACKSON       CHILD DAY CARE FACILITY  
            Enacts "Children's Product Safety Act"                           
               Read by title and finally passed, 36 yeas and 0 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
HB  934     DIEZ            MTR VEHICLE/TOWING       
            Provides relative to tow companies which particpate in law       
            enforcement agency rotation lists                                
               Rules suspended.                                                  
               Read by title and finally passed as amended 35 yeas and           
               1 nays; title read and adopted and bill ordered to                
               the House.  Motion to reconsider tabled.                          
 
HB  935     DIEZ            MTR VEHICLE/DRIVER LIC   
            Authorizes certain third parties to administer skills tests for  
            certain classes of commercial driver's licenses                  



               Rules suspended.                                                  
               Read by title and finally passed, 36 yeas and 0 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB  936     DIEZ            MTR VEHICLE/COMMERCIAL   
            Provides relative to railroad grade crossing violations by       
            commercial motor vehicles and provides for certain penalties     
               Rules suspended.                                                  
               Read by title.  Returned to the calendar subject to call.         
 
HB  937     DIEZ            MTR VEHICLE/DRIVER LIC   
            Removes the late fee for renewal of an expired special           
            identification card by mail or by electronic commerce and        
            removes provisions for the disposition of that fee               
               Rules suspended.                                                  
               Read by title and finally passed, 35 yeas and 0 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB  938     DIEZ            MOTOR VEHICLES           
            Removes the prohibition of driver's license renewal by mail for  
            persons with certain traffic violations                          
               Rules suspended.                                                  
               Read by title and finally passed, 36 yeas and 2 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB  943     DIEZ            MTR VEHICLE/SEAT BELTS   
            Requires the commissioner to indicate on the face of the         
            applicant's driver's license he is not required to use a seat    
            belt due to a permanent disability                               
               Rules suspended.                                                  
               Read by title and finally passed, 38 yeas and 0 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB  953     GUILLORY        UNEMPLOYMENT COMP        
            Requires the  secretary of the Department of Labor to make       
            appointments to the unemployment compensation appeals referee    
               Rules suspended.                                                  
               Senate floor amendments read and adopted.  Read by title and      
               finally passed as amended, 24 yeas and 12 nays; title read        
               and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to             
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
HB  954     GUILLORY        EMPLOYMENT/AGENCIES      
            Limits the fee private employment services can collect from      
            applicant wages during any given pay period                      
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB  959     GUILLORY        SUNSET LAW               
            Re-creates the Department of Labor                               
               Rules suspended.                                                  
               Read by title and finally passed, 36 yeas and 0 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB  963     DIEZ            MTR VEHICLE/OFFICE       
            Authorizes the office of motor vehicles to provide driving       
            skill and knowledge testing from mobile field offices            
               Rules suspended.                                                  
               Senate floor amendments read and adopted.  Read by title and      
               finally passed as amended, 38 yeas and 0 nays; title read         
               and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to             
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
HB  965     MARTINY         INTERGOV COMPACTS        
            Provides for the Interstate Compact for Adult Offender           
            Supervision                                                      
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB  967     MARTINY         CRIMINAL/SENTENCING      
            Repeals requirement for post-sentence investigations             
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB  968     MARTINY         CORRECTIONS              
            Provides with respect to parolees arrested for parole            
            violations                                                       
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            



 
HB  969     MARTINY         PARDON/PAROLE            
            Repeals provision of law providing for the number of work units  
            assigned to each probation and parole specialist                 
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB  970     MARTINY         CORRECTIONS/PRISONERS    
            Provides that parish governing authorities or the parish         
            sheriff shall be paid for keeping and feeding participants in    
            Blue Walters Substance Abuse Program                             
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB  971     MARTINY         CRIMINAL/VICTIMS         
            Relative to victim's notification of release of offender         
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB  974     MARTINY         CRIMINAL/VICTIMS         
            Adds La. District Attorneys representative to the Committee on   
            Law Enforcement Services for the Elderly                         
               Read by title and finally passed, 36 yeas and 0 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
HB  975     McMAINS         CIVIL/CLAIMS             
            Authorizes the Office Facilities Corporation to assert certain   
            defenses in tort or worker's compensation claims                 
               Rules suspended, reported with amendments.  Rules suspended,      
               committee amendments read and adopted.  Read by title and         
               referred to the Legislative Bureau.                               
 
HB  976     McMAINS         CIVIL/CLAIMS             
            Authorizes the Louisiana Office Building Corporation to assert   
            certain defenses against claims                                  
               Rules suspended; reported favorably, rules suspended, read        
               by title and referred to the Legislative Bureau.                  
 
HB  977     McMAINS         CIVIL/CLAIMS             
            Authorizes the Correctional Facilities Corporation to assert     
            certain defenses in torts or worker's compensation claims        
               Rules suspended; reported favorably, rules suspended, read        
               by title and referred to the Legislative Bureau.                  
 
HB  980     TRICHE          CHILDREN/SUPPORT         
            Authorizes the suspension of certain licenses for nonpayment of  
            child support                                                    
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB  983     MARTINY         PUBLIC SFTY/CORRECTIONS  
            Provides with respect to the administrative remedy procedure at  
            adult and juvenile institutions                                  
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB  999     R ALEXANDER     MEDICAID                 
            Permits off-site inspections of vehicles used in nonemergency,   
            nonambulance transportation of Medicaid recipients               
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB 1001     R ALEXANDER     HEALTH/DHH               
            Repeals DHH administrative regions                               
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB 1002     R ALEXANDER     HEALTH/EMERG MED SERVICE 
            Establishes fee schedule for emergency medical service           
            personnel                                                        
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB 1003     McMAINS         WORKERS COMPENSATION     
            Allows claims for medical expenses after payment by Medicaid     
               Rules suspended; reported favorably, rules suspended, read        
               by title and referred to the Legislative Bureau.                  
 
HB 1004     TRICHE          SANITARY CODE            
            Provides for the assessment of civil fines or other sanctions    
            against violators of the state Sanitary Code                     
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB 1005     R ALEXANDER     WATER/DRINKING WATER     
            Amends state definitions of public water system to conform to    
            federal law and regulations                                      
               Read by title and finally passed, 37 yeas and 0 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
HB 1006     R ALEXANDER     MTR VEHICLE/EMERGENCY    
            Changes inspection requirements for ambulance provider license   



            renewal                                                          
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB 1015     WRIGHT          FUNDS/FUNDING            
            Provides for reallocation of monies in the LaSalle Economic      
            Development District                                             
               Reported without Legislative Bureau amendments, read by           
               title and passed to a third reading.                              
 
HB 1019     DANIEL          BUDGETARY CONTROLS       
            Procedures relative to avoidance of budget deficits              
               Reported without Legislative Bureau amendments, read by           
               title and passed to a third reading.                              
 
HB 1023     DIEZ            MTR VEHICLE/OFF ROAD     
            Removes requirement of permit for certain off-road vehicle       
            travel                                                           
               Rules suspended.                                                  
               Read by title and finally passed as amended 37 yeas and           
               1 nays; title read and adopted and bill ordered to                
               the House.  Motion to reconsider tabled.                          
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB 1028     DANIEL          RETIREMENT/SHERIFFS FUND 
            Establishes the Back-Deferred Retirement Option Plan             
            (Back-DROP) and repeals the regular Deferred Retirement Option   
            Plan (DROP)                                                      
               Read by title and finally passed, 33 yeas and 0 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
HB 1030     LEBLANC         PROCUREMENT              
            Allows the state central purchasing agency to participate in     
            cooperative purchasing and utilize GSA pricing schedules as      
            state contracts                                                  
               Read by title and finally passed, 38 yeas and 0 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
HB 1031     LEBLANC         PROCUREMENT              
            Expands the definition of professional services to include       
            services performed by actuaries                                  
               Read by title and finally passed, 38 yeas and 0 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
HB 1034     LEBLANC         HOUSING/AUTHORITIES      
            Provides that housing authorities are not state agencies for     
            purposes of participation  in the state risk management program  
               Read by title and finally passed, 38 yeas and 0 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
HB 1041     McMAINS         CHILDREN/ADOPTION        
            Provides relative to domiciliary requirements in adoption        
            proceedings                                                      
               Notice House rejected Senate amendments, and House                
               conferees appointed.                                              
 
HB 1042     WOOTON          GAMING                   
            Provides for the types of wagering authorized on licensed        
            riverboats and the land-based casino                             
               Reported without Legislative Bureau amendments, read by           
               title and passed to a third reading.                              
 
HB 1070     TRICHE          HEALTH/MEDICAL TREATMENT 
            Provides for persons authorized to give medical consent on       
            behalf of another                                                
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB 1075     DEWITT          TAX/SALES-USE-EXEMPT     
            Excludes certain telephone directories from local taxes          
               Rules suspended.                                                  
               Read by title and finally passed, 36 yeas and 0 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
HB 1083     McMAINS         TRUSTS                   
            Provides for a revision of certain provisions governing          
            trustees                                                         
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB 1106     J D SMITH       SUPPLEMENTAL PAY         
            Provides eligibility for supplemental pay for ten Chitimacha     
            tribe of Louisiana firemen                                       



               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB 1121     PITRE           WORKERS COMPENSATION     
            Terminates benefits upon an injured employees' failure to        
            comply with his employer's substance abuse policy                
               Rules suspended.                                                  
               Senate floor amendments read and adopted.  Read by title and      
               finally passed as amended, 39 yeas and 0 nays; title read         
               and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to             
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
HB 1131     DEWITT          RETIREMENT/LOCAL         
            Creates a Deferred Retirement Option Plan for the City of        
            Alexandria Employees' Retirement System                          
               Read by title and finally passed, 37 yeas and 0 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
HB 1136     THOMPSON        PROPERTY                 
            Provides relative to the sale of property by certain political   
            subdivisions                                                     
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB 1140     CLARKSON        INSURANCE/HEALTH-ACCID   
            Provides for direct access to mammography                        
               Notice House rejected Senate amendments, and House                
               conferees appointed.                                              
 
HB 1142     DIEZ            MTR VEHICLE/DRIVER LIC   
            Provides for the commencement of the suspension or revocation    
            period for a driver's license                                    
               Rules suspended.                                                  
               Read by title and finally passed, 36 yeas and 2 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
HB 1148     FAUCHEUX        DISTRICT ATTORNEYS/ASST  
            Authorizes additional salaries for assistant district attorneys  
            in the 23rd JDC                                                  
               Read by title and finally passed, 38 yeas and 0 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
HB 1159     DANIEL          DEFERRED COMPENSATION    
            Authorizes the creation of a Section 401(a) plan                 
               Reported without Legislative Bureau amendments, read by           
               title and passed to a third reading.                              
 
HB 1169     DAMICO          ENVIRONMENT/SOLID WASTE  
            Dissolves the Louisiana Resource Recovery and Development        
            Authority                                                        
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB 1175     HEBERT          GAMBLING/VIDEO POKER     
            Provides that licensees do not have to submit designated         
            representative information                                       
               Read by title and finally passed, 30 yeas and 3 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
HB 1178     MARTINY         GAMBLING/VIDEO POKER     
            Provides with respect to the Video Draw Poker Devices Control    
            Law                                                              
               Reconsidered.  Read by title and returned to the calendar         
               subject to call as amended.                                       
               Rules suspended.  Called from the calendar.                       
               Senate floor amendments read and adopted.  Read by title and      
               finally passed as amended, 35 yeas and 3 nays; title read         
               and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to             
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
HB 1179     FARRAR          ENVIRONMENT/AIR          
            Exempts municipalities of less than five thousand persons from   
            prohibition against burning yardwastes within city limits        
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB 1186     ALARIO          FUNDS/FUNDING            
            Provides relative to payments from Patient's Compensation Fund   
               Read by title and finally passed, 38 yeas and 0 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
HB 1193     MURRAY          WORKERS COMPENSATION     
            Provides for the calculation of average monthly wages and for    
            termination of supplemental earnings benefits                    



               Rules suspended; reported favorably, rules suspended, read        
               by title and referred to the Legislative Bureau.                  
 
HB 1197     DIEZ            MTR VEHICLE/COMPULS INS  
            Provides relative to reporting cancellations of motor vehicle    
            liability security                                               
               Rules suspended.                                                  
               Read by title and finally passed as amended 38 yeas and           
               0 nays; title read and adopted and bill ordered to                
               the House.  Motion to reconsider tabled.                          
 
HB 1205     DANIEL          RETIREMENT/SHERIFFS FUND 
            Removes the maximum monthly limit applicable to COLAs,           
            increases the minimum monthly COLA, and deletes the requirement  
            that the actuary determine the normal funding requirements of    
            the fund before a COLA is granted                                
               Rules suspended; reported favorably, rules suspended, read        
               by title and referred to the Legislative Bureau.                  
 
HB 1209     LANCASTER       ADMIN LAW/DIVISION       
            Provides for attorney fees in successful actions relative to     
            the conduct of an adjudication required to be conducted through  
            the division of administrative law                               
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB 1216     FRITH           HOSPITALS                
            Adds certain hospitals to the definition of rural hospitals in   
            the Rural Hospital Preservation Act                              
               Notice House rejected Senate amendments, and House                
               conferees appointed.                                              
 
HB 1219     MARTINY         PUBLIC RECORDS           
            Provides that library information may be provided to an          
            appropriate law enforcement officer for use in an investigation  
            of criminal activity in the library, and provides for            
            definitions for "information" and "criminal activity in the libr 
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB 1227     PINAC           BANKS/BANKING            
            Prohibits certain loan practices                                 
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB 1233     PINAC           FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS   
            Relative to annual directors' examinations                       
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB 1237     PINAC           FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS   
            Makes illegal the submission of false or misleading information  
            on certain applications                                          
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB 1238     PINAC           FINANCIAL INSTNS COMMR   
            Changes the filing fee for transfer of fiduciary account         
            agreements                                                       
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB 1243     TOWNSEND        CRIMINAL/PROCEDURE       
            Adds incest and aggravated incest to list of sex offenses with   
            special time period for institution of prosecution               
               Read by title and finally passed, 38 yeas and 0 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
HB 1254     CLARKSON        PUBLIC RECORDS           
            Exempts personal information of toll patrons of the Crescent     
            City Connection and New Orleans Expressway from the public       
            records law                                                      
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB 1256     BRUNEAU         APPROPRIATIONS/TAX APPL  
            Appropriates funds to pay judgment against state entitled        
            "Steelcase, Inc. v. Kennedy, Secretary, Departmentof Revenue"    
               Reported without Legislative Bureau amendments, read by           
               title and passed to a third reading.                              
 
HB 1258     PINAC           GAMBLING/VIDEO POKER     
            Requires establishment licensees to notify division when there   
            is a change in ownership                                         
               Read by title and finally passed, 38 yeas and 0 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
HB 1261     MARTINY         GAMBLING/VIDEO POKER     
            Provides that for certain video draw poker licenses if the       
            license is transferred devices can still operate for defined     



            period of time                                                   
               Read by title and finally passed, 29 yeas and 5 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
HB 1266     THOMPSON        RETIREMENT/STATE EMPS    
            Provides for the reinstatement of service credit for             
            legislative assistants who were subjected to an earnings-based   
            enrollment requirement                                           
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB 1272     PIERRE          SUNSET LAW               
            Re-creates the Department of Natural Resources                   
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB 1275     WALSWORTH       APPROPRIATIONS/TAX APPL  
            Appropriations funds to pay claim against the state in           
            "Ouachita Coca-Cola Bottling Co., Inc. v. State of Louisiana"    
            recommended for payment by the Board of Tax Appeals              
               Reported without Legislative Bureau amendments, read by           
               title and passed to a third reading.                              
 
HB 1276     LEBLANC         BUDGETARY CONTROLS       
            Provides for form, content and submission of the governor's      
            executive budget recommendations                                 
               Read by title and finally passed, 37 yeas and 0 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
HB 1282     CRANE           SCHOOLS/CHARTER          
            Makes various changes to the charter school law relative to the  
            chartering process, funding, age requirements, exemptions, and   
            application                                                      
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB 1287     HOLDEN          BONDS/REVENUE            
            Provides relative to the issuance of revenue bonds on behalf of  
            the Department of Public Safety and Corrections                  
               Read by title and finally passed, 36 yeas and 0 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
HB 1289     PINAC           BANKS/BANKING            
            Relative to bank structure                                       
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB 1295     STELLY          EMPLOYMENT/WAGES         
            Extends the time within which a discharged employee must be      
            paid after termination of employment                             
               Rules suspended, reported with amendments.  Rules suspended,      
               committee amendments read and adopted.  Read by title and         
               referred to the Legislative Bureau.                               
 
HB 1299     CAZAYOUX        MORTGAGES                
            Provides relative to the amendment, renewal, or refinancing of   
            mortgages and mortgage notes                                     
               Read by title and finally passed, 38 yeas and 0 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
HB 1305     BRUNEAU         ELECTIONS/DATES          
            Sets the election dates and terms of office for the recorder of  
            mortgages and register of conveyances for the parish of Orleans  
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB 1306     PINAC           STATE DEPARTMENT         
            Relative to certificates of authority of foreign limited         
            liability companies                                              
               Read by title and finally passed, 37 yeas and 0 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
HB 1308     ALARIO          DISTRICTS/SPECIAL        
            Creates the "Community Development District Act"                 
               Rules suspended.                                                  
               Read by title and finally passed as amended 36 yeas and           
               2 nays; title read and adopted and bill ordered to                
               the House.  Motion to reconsider tabled.                          
 
HB 1313     PINAC           FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS   
            Relative to holding of immovable property by certain financial   
            institutions                                                     
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB 1314     PINAC           MORTGAGES                



            Requires notification to property insurer upon transfer of       
            mortgage                                                         
               Read by title and finally passed, 38 yeas and 0 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
HB 1322     DANIEL          FUNDS/INVESTMENTS        
            Provides for investment of certain funds by higher education     
            institutions                                                     
               Reported without Legislative Bureau amendments, read by           
               title and passed to a third reading.                              
 
HB 1331     LEBLANC         BUDGETARY CONTROLS       
            Provides for oversight related to performance-based budgeting    
            and requirements for adjustment, reporting, and monitoring of    
            performance data                                                 
               Read by title and finally passed, 37 yeas and 0 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
HB 1339     SCHNEIDER       RETIREMENT/TEACHERS      
            Authorizes the use of funds in the "employee experience          
            account" to pay the actuarial cost of increasing survivor        
            benefits, increasing annual COLAs, and to pay a one-time         
            increase in benefits                                             
               Senate floor amendment read and adopted.                          
               Read by title.  Returned to the calendar subject to call as       
               amended.                                                          
 
HB 1340     SCHNEIDER       RETIREMENT/TEACHERS      
            Repeals all "reemployment of retiree" laws and replaces them     
            with one law allowing full salary and full benefits after the    
            lapse of a 12 month waiting period                               
               Reported without Legislative Bureau amendments, read by           
               title and passed to a third reading.                              
 
HB 1343     SCHNEIDER       RETIREMENT/TEACHERS      
            Provides for certain "administrative corrections" relative to    
            definitions, enrollment, service credit, retirement              
            applications, employer contributions, benefits and               
            beneficiaries, DROP interest, and reversion of assets to the emp 
               Read by title.  Returned to the calendar subject to call.         
 
HB 1347     SCHNEIDER       RETIREMENT SYSTEMS       
            Repeals the restriction against becoming a member of a system    
            from which credit was previously transferred                     
               Reported without Legislative Bureau amendments, read by           
               title and passed to a third reading.                              
 
HB 1349     PRATT           HEALTH                   
            Provides for the continuation of the Obesity Council             
               Read by title and finally passed, 38 yeas and 0 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
HB 1351     THOMPSON        PUBLIC LANDS/STATE       
            Authorizes the transfer or lease of certain property to the      
            Department of Culture, Recreation and Tourism                    
               Reported without Legislative Bureau amendments, read by           
               title and passed to a third reading.                              
 
HB 1355     DANIEL          RETIREMENT/SHERIFFS FUND 
            Authorizes repayment of refunds in two separate repayment        
            transactions                                                     
               Read by title and finally passed as amended 36 yeas and           
               0 nays; title read and adopted and bill ordered to                
               the House.  Motion to reconsider tabled.                          
 
HB 1358     SCHNEIDER       RETIREMENT/SCHOOL EMPS   
            Increases the employee contribution rate and provides for a      
            retroactive benefit accrual rate increase                        
               Conference committee report read, rules suspended, adopted        
               by a vote of 32 yeas and 0 nays.  Motion to reconsider tabled     
 
HB 1363     KATZ            COURTS/COURT COSTS       
            Provides for allocation of fees to defray costs of housing and   
            maintaining prisoners and detainees                              
               Rules suspended; reported favorably, rules suspended, read        
               by title and referred to the Legislative Bureau.                  
 
HB 1368     DANIEL          SUITS AGAINST STATE      
            Provides for disposition of certain monies held in escrow and    
            settlement of controversies associated with various suits        
            against the state related to the assessment of state sales and   
            use taxes on the purchase of manufactured and mobile homes       



               Reported with Legislative Bureau amendments which were read       
               and adopted.  Read by title and passed to a third reading.        
 
HB 1370     THOMPSON        CRIME                    
            Creates the crime of criminal damage to genetically engineered   
            crops, crop facilities, or crop information                      
               Reported without Legislative Bureau amendments, read by           
               title and passed to a third reading.                              
 
HB 1384     RIDDLE          WORKERS COMPENSATION     
            Determines wages when considering income taxes                   
               Rules suspended.                                                  
               Read by title and finally passed, 37 yeas and 1 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB 1385     RIDDLE          WORKERS COMPENSATION     
            Provides payment of vocational rehabilitation expenses           
               Rules suspended.                                                  
               Read by title and finally passed as amended 37 yeas and           
               0 nays; title read and adopted and bill ordered to                
               the House.  Motion to reconsider tabled.                          
 
HB 1391     DANIEL          TAX/SALES & USE          
            Provides relative to the taxation of mobile telecommunications   
            service                                                          
               Senate floor amendments read and adopted.  Read by title and      
               finally passed as amended, 35 yeas and 1 nays; title read         
               and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to             
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
HB 1393     SCHNEIDER       RETIREMENT/STATE EMPS    
            Provides a minimum retirement benefit based on service credit    
               Senate floor amendments read and adopted.  Read by title and      
               finally passed as amended, 37 yeas and 0 nays; title read         
               and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to             
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
HB 1433     HOLDEN          APPROPRIATIONS/JUDGMENT  
            Appropriates funds to pay judgment in  "Missouri Pacific         
            Railroad Co. v. DOTD"                                            
               Reported without Legislative Bureau amendments, read by           
               title and passed to a third reading.                              
 
HB 1438     PINAC           AMUSEMENTS/FIREWORKS     
            Conforms state law to comply with federal classification of      
            permissible fireworks                                            
               Read by title and finally passed as amended 38 yeas and           
               0 nays; title read and adopted and bill ordered to                
               the House.  Motion to reconsider tabled.                          
 
HB 1442     LEBLANC         ADMINISTRATION           
            Establishes a collection policy and procedure to assist in the   
            collection of obligations due to the state                       
               Read by title and finally passed, 37 yeas and 0 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
HB 1459     DONELON         CRIME/DOGFIGHTING        
            Increases penalties for dogfighting                              
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB 1468     LANCASTER       CORONERS                 
            Requires coroners to promptly deliver anatomical gifts if no     
            autopsy is necessary                                             
               Senate floor amendments read and adopted.  Read by title and      
               finally passed as amended, 36 yeas and 0 nays; title read         
               and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to             
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
HB 1481     JOHNS           FISHING                  
            Provides for the saltwater and freshwater demarcation line       
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB 1482     DAMICO          SUNSET LAW               
            Re-creates the Department of Environmental Quality               
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB 1483     DAMICO          ENVIRONMENT/HAZ WASTE    
            Relative to underground storage tanks and the Motor Fuels        
            Underground Storage Tank Fund                                    
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB 1489     TOWNSEND        GAMBLING/VIDEO POKER     



            Provides exception to residency requirement for certain video    
            draw poker licensees if applicant is publicly trade corporation  
               Read by title.  Returned to the calendar subject to call.         
 
HB 1497     PINAC           PEST CONTROL OPERATORS   
            Provides that standard contracts for termite protection shall    
            be transferable to purchasers of property under contract         
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB 1502     WADDELL         ENVIRONMENT/HAZ MATERIAL 
            Provides for transporting hazardous materials on certain         
            roadways within Caddo and Bossier Parishes                       
               Rules suspended.                                                  
               Read by title and finally passed, 39 yeas and 0 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB 1512     CLARKSON        BRIDGES/FERRIES          
            Authorizes special use of the "HOV2" lanes on the Crescent City  
            Connection for a limited time                                    
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB 1516     McMAINS         WORKERS COMPENSATION     
            Provides procedures for constitutional challenges                
               Rules suspended; reported favorably, rules suspended, read        
               by title and referred to the Legislative Bureau.                  
 
HB 1517     CLARKSON        CIVIL/RESTRAINING ORDER  
            Provides that dating partners are eligible to receive all        
            benefits, services, and assistance provided by the Protection    
            from Family Violence Act                                         
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB 1520     PINAC           CREDIT/CONSUMER          
            Relative to notification fees                                    
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB 1522     DANIEL          RETIREMENT/SHERIFFS FUND 
            Authorizes a member to upgrade the benefit accrual rate that     
            applies to transferred service and requires payment of the       
            actuarial cost for upgrading such service                        
               Senate floor amendments read and adopted.  Read by title and      
               finally passed as amended, 37 yeas and 0 nays; title read         
               and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to             
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
HB 1527     BROOME          CULTURE/REC/TOUR         
            Authorizes advertising by the offices of cultural development,   
            film and video, the state library, and state museums in the      
            Department of Culture, Recreation, and Tourism                   
               Rules suspended.                                                  
               Read by title and finally passed, 38 yeas and 1 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB 1528     THOMPSON        BUDGETARY CONTROLS       
            Procedures relative to avoidance of budget deficits              
               Reported without Legislative Bureau amendments, read by           
               title and passed to a third reading.                              
 
HB 1556     KENNARD         ENVIRONMENT/HAZ MATERIAL 
            Relative to certain penalties and fees in the Hazardous          
            Materials Information, Development, Preparedness and Response    
            Act                                                              
               Notice House rejected Senate amendments, and House                
               conferees appointed.                                              
 
HB 1563     MARTINY         GAMBLING/CHARITABLE      
            Provides with respect to the regulation of charitable gaming     
               Read by title.  Returned to the calendar subject to call as       
               amended.                                                          
 
HB 1565     LEBLANC         FUNDS/FUNDING            
            Provides for the use of monies deposited in certain treasury     
            funds                                                            
               Reported without Legislative Bureau amendments, read by           
               title and passed to a third reading.                              
               Rules suspended.                                                  
               Made special order of the day No. 1 for  6/13.                    
 
HB 1579     DAMICO          ENVIRONMENT/WASTE TIRES  
            Relative to waste tires, and the Waste Tire Management Fund;     
            provides for definitions and fees levied on the sale of new      



            tires                                                            
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB 1609     DIEZ            MTR VEHICLE/LICEN PLATES 
            Provides relative to special license plates, hang tags, and      
            identification cards issued to mobility-impaired persons         
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB 1610     DANIEL          RETIREMENT/SHERIFFS FUND 
            Authorizes retirement with 30 years of service at any age and    
            increases employee and employer contributions                    
               Read by title and finally passed as amended 37 yeas and           
               0 nays; title read and adopted and bill ordered to                
               the House.  Motion to reconsider tabled.                          
 
HB 1613     GUILLORY        LABOR DEPARTMENT         
            Consolidates the safety section and the OSHA section within the  
            department                                                       
               Rules suspended.                                                  
               Read by title and finally passed, 39 yeas and 0 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB 1620     PINAC           FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS   
            Requires addition of directors or executive officers of          
            troubled financial institutions and holding companies            
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB 1626     LEBLANC         FUNDS/FUNDING            
            Creates the Municipalities Energy Assistance Loan Fund to        
            provide for a revolving loan program for certain small           
            municipalities                                                   
               Rules suspended; reported favorably, rules suspended, read        
               by title and referred to the Legislative Bureau.                  
 
HB 1634     BRUCE           CRIME                    
            Provides for the collection of court costs on nomoving traffic   
            violations in parishes included in the Louisiana Criminalistics  
            Laboratory                                                       
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB 1640     LEBLANC         PUBLIC BLDGS/GROUNDS-ST  
            Energy management policy for agencies of the state               
               Rules suspended, reported with amendments.  Rules suspended,      
               committee amendments read and adopted.  Read by title and         
               referred to the Legislative Bureau.                               
 
HB 1641     LEBLANC         FUNDS/FUNDING            
            Repeals certain inactive special treasury funds                  
               Rules suspended, reported with amendments.  Rules suspended,      
               committee amendments read and adopted.  Read by title and         
               referred to the Legislative Bureau.                               
 
HB 1643     GLOVER          FUNDS/FUNDING            
            Creates a special account in the Shreveport Riverfront and       
            Convention Center and Independence Stadium Fund for the          
            Louisiana State Exhibit Museum in Shreveport                     
               Read by title and finally passed, 35 yeas and 0 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
HB 1652     LEBLANC         BUDGETARY CONTROLS       
            Provides for an incentive program for gainsharing and rewards    
            for state employees relative to performance based budgeting and  
            other efficiency-related initiatives                             
               Rules suspended; reported favorably, rules suspended, read        
               by title and referred to the Legislative Bureau.                  
 
HB 1654     PINAC           STATE DEPARTMENT         
            Provides relative to annual reports of limited liability         
            companies and registered foreign partnerships                    
               Rules suspended; reported favorably, rules suspended, read        
               by title and referred to the Legislative Bureau.                  
 
HB 1662     LANDRIEU        NOTARIES                 
            Provides with respect to the office of the custodian of          
            notarial records of the parish of Orleans                        
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB 1665     LEBLANC         BUDGETARY CONTROLS       
            Provides relative to the elimination of a projected deficit or   
            an actual deficit in any fund                                    
               Rules suspended, reported with amendments.  Rules suspended,      
               committee amendments read and adopted.  Read by title and         



               referred to the Legislative Bureau.                               
 
HB 1668     PINAC           BANKS/BANKING            
            Provides that "savings banks" may be called "associations"       
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB 1669     MORRELL         CRIMINAL/PROCEDURE       
            Provides responsive verdict for solicitation of crime against    
            nature                                                           
               Reported without Legislative Bureau amendments, read by           
               title and passed to a third reading.                              
 
HB 1674     DIEZ            MTR VEHICLE/COMPULS INS  
            Provides relative to method of delivering notices of             
            noncompliance                                                    
               Rules suspended.                                                  
               Read by title and finally passed, 37 yeas and 1 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
HB 1682     TOWNSEND        ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES      
            Provides requirements for Class A-General retail permits         
               Notice House rejected Senate amendments, and House                
               conferees appointed.                                              
 
HB 1686     BROOME          PARKS/STATE              
            Repeals provisions relative to certain camping fee exemptions    
               Rules suspended.                                                  
               Read by title and finally passed, 32 yeas and 4 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
HB 1712     NEVERS          TRANSPORTATION DEPT      
            Authorizes the Department of Transportation and Development to   
            acquire immovable property for improvements to the Zachary       
            Taylor Parkway                                                   
               Notice House rejected Senate amendments, and House                
               conferees appointed.                                              
 
HB 1721     DONELON         INSURANCE/HEALTH-ACCID   
            Regulates the recoupment of health insurance claims payments by  
            health insurance issuers                                         
               Rules suspended.                                                  
               Senate floor amendments read and adopted.  Read by title and      
               finally passed as amended, 39 yeas and 0 nays; title read         
               and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to             
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
HB 1727     DIEZ            MTR VEHICLE/TOWING       
            Provides relative to the Louisiana Towing and Storage Act        
               Rules suspended.                                                  
               Read by title.  Returned to the calendar subject to call as       
               amended.                                                          
               Rules suspended.  Called from the calendar.                       
               Senate floor amendments read and adopted.  Read by title and      
               finally passed as amended, 37 yeas and 0 nays; title read         
               and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to             
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
HB 1735     SCALISE         WORKERS COMPENSATION     
            Provides relative to workers' compensation                       
               Rules suspended; reported favorably, rules suspended, read        
               by title and referred to the Legislative Bureau.                  
 
HB 1749     DURAND          DRUGS/PRESCRIPTION       
            Allows school nurses to administer medication to students with   
            an order from an advanced practice registered nurse              
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB 1750     PINAC           FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS   
            Relative to the board of directors                               
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB 1776     DURAND          RADIOLOGIC TECHNOLOGISTS 
            Defines advanced practice registered nurses as licensed          
            practitioners to allow them to give orders to licensed           
            radiologic technologists                                         
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB 1783     LEBLANC         APPROPRIATIONS           
            Appropriates funds for the expenses of the judiciary             
               Rules suspended, reported with amendments.  Rules suspended,      
               committee amendments read and adopted.  Read by title and         
               referred to the Legislative Bureau.                               
 



HB 1788     RIDDLE          SUCCESSIONS              
            Requires the judgment of possession to include the address of at 
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB 1793     RIDDLE          PROPERTY/COMMUNITY       
            Provides for the allocation or assignment of community property  
            interests in pension or retirement plans                         
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB 1796     FRUGE           ETHICS/CODE              
            Provides for an exception to the ethics code to allow a public   
            servant, legal entity in which he has a controlling interest,    
            or member of his immediate family to donate services, property,  
            or funds to such public servant's agency                         
               Notice House conferees appointed.                                 
 
HB 1800     CROWE           STUDENT/LOANS-SCHOLARSHP 
            Relative to TOPS, provides eligibility for TOPS-Tech and         
            Opportunity awards for certain students who graduate from high   
            schools or complete home study programs outside the U.S. and     
            its territories                                                  
               Rules suspended.                                                  
               Read by title and finally passed as amended 20 yeas and           
               14 nays; title read and adopted and bill ordered to               
               the House.  Motion to reconsider tabled.                          
 
HB 1803     DEWITT          PUBLIC SFTY/CORRECTIONS  
            Relative to the payment to sheriffs or local governing           
            authorities for the feeding and keeping of certain prisoners     
               Read by title and finally passed, 38 yeas and 0 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
HB 1808     LEBLANC         APPROPRIATIONS/ANCILLARY 
            Provides for the ancillary expenses of state government          
               Rules suspended, reported with amendments.  Rules suspended,      
               committee amendments read and adopted.  Read by title and         
               referred to the Legislative Bureau.                               
 
HB 1811     SCALISE         WORKERS COMPENSATION     
            Exempts from coverage musicians and performers working under     
            contract                                                         
               Rules suspended; reported favorably, rules suspended, read        
               by title and referred to the Legislative Bureau.                  
 
HB 1817     DEWITT          LEGISLATIVE EXPENSES     
            Makes appropriations for the expenses of the legislature for     
            the 2000-2001 Fiscal Year                                        
               Rules suspended, reported with amendments.  Rules suspended,      
               committee amendments read and adopted.  Read by title and         
               referred to the Legislative Bureau.                               
 
HB 1821     CROWE           RETIREMENT/MUNICIPAL EMP 
            Provides relative to the conversion of certain unused earned     
            annual and sick leave to retirement credit on the basis of an    
            established conversion formula                                   
               Reported without Legislative Bureau amendments, read by           
               title and passed to a third reading.                              
 
HB 1822     MURRAY          FUNDS/FUNDING            
            Provides with respect to the New Orleans Area Tourism and        
            Economic Development Fund and monies for the grant program       
            administered by the Louisiana Stadium and Exposition District    
               Reported without Legislative Bureau amendments, read by           
               title and passed to a third reading.                              
 
HB 1824     THOMPSON        PUBLIC LANDS/STATE       
            Authorizes the transfer  or lease of certain state property in   
            Richland Parish from the Department of Public Safety and         
            Corrections                                                      
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB 1833     BRUNEAU         PUBLIC CONTRACT/BIDS     
            Relative to the procurement preferences in the Public Bid Law,   
            provides for the definition of manufacturing or converting       
            paper and paper products                                         
               Read by title and finally passed, 37 yeas and 0 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
HB 1835     LEBLANC         REVENUE SHARING          
            Provides for revenue sharing distribution for Fiscal Year        
            2001-2002                                                        
               Rules suspended, reported with amendments.  Rules suspended,      
               committee amendments read and adopted.  Read by title and         



               referred to the Legislative Bureau.                               
 
HB 1850     PINAC           MTR VEHICLE/TOWING       
            Provides for public liability and property damage insurance for  
            certain tow trucks                                               
               Rules suspended.                                                  
               Read by title and finally passed, 30 yeas and 4 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
HB 1857     LANCASTER       LEGISLATIVE AUDITOR      
            Provides for the audit of a justice of the peace and a           
            constable of a justice of the peace court                        
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB 1858     BROOME          CULTURE/REC/TOUR         
            Provides relative to conservation of archaeological resources    
            on state lands                                                   
               Rules suspended.                                                  
               Read by title and finally passed, 35 yeas and 0 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
HB 1863     FRUGE           CONTRACTS                
            Provides relative to retainage bonds for construction contracts  
               Reported without Legislative Bureau amendments, read by           
               title and passed to a third reading.                              
 
HB 1864     DIEZ            PUBLIC CONTRACTS         
            Provides relative to the waiving of public bid law               
            requirements for certain contracts by public entities            
               Rules suspended.                                                  
               Senate floor amendments read and adopted.  Read by title and      
               finally passed as amended, 32 yeas and 0 nays; title read         
               and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to             
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
HB 1865     TUCKER          LOCAL FINANCE            
            Provides relative to sales tax increment financing of economic   
            development projects in certain parishes                         
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB 1870     LEBLANC         APPROPRIATIONS/SUPPLEML  
            Provides for supplemental appropriations for the 2000-2001       
            Fiscal Year                                                      
               Reported without Legislative Bureau amendments, read by           
               title and passed to a third reading.                              
               Rules suspended.                                                  
               Made special order of the day No. 2 for  6/13.                    
 
HB 1886     JOHNS           PUBLIC RECORDS           
            Excepts certain records of the Louisiana Board of Pharmacy from  
            the public records laws                                          
               Notice House rejected Senate amendments, and House                
               conferees appointed.                                              
 
HB 1895     PIERRE          ENVIRONMENT/OIL SPILLS   
            Establishes a Regional Restoration Planning Program in the       
            office of the oil spill coordinator                              
               Rules suspended.                                                  
               Read by title and finally passed, 31 yeas and 1 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB 1899     M JACKSON       EVIDENCE                 
            Provides relative to the admissibility into evidence of          
            electronic records                                               
               Read by title and finally passed, 36 yeas and 0 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
HB 1901     McDONALD        STUDENT/LOANS-SCHOLARSHP 
            Provides relative to the Tuition Opportunity Program for         
            Students                                                         
               Senate floor amendment read and adopted.                          
               Read by title.  Returned to the calendar subject to call as       
               amended.                                                          
 
HB 1904     DARTEZ          GAMBLING/RIVERBOAT       
            Provides that Bayou Boeuf is a part of the Intracoastal          
            Waterway                                                         
               Read by title and failed to pass, 9 yeas and 25 nays.             
               Notice of reconsideration.                                        
 



HB 1907     FRITH           INSURANCE/HEALTH-ACCID   
            Provides relative to payment of claims submitted by rural        
            hospitals                                                        
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB 1913     M STRAIN        ANIMALS                  
            Prohibits the unlawful transport of certain diseased animals     
            adulterated meats and provides for penalties for violations      
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB 1916     FRUGE           BUDGETARY CONTROLS       
            Requires provision of certain information relating to employee   
            positions funded in the General Appropriation Bill               
               Reported without Legislative Bureau amendments, read by           
               title and passed to a third reading.                              
 
HB 1920     DOWNER          PROCUREMENT              
            Authorizes any public entity to reject any bid for materials or  
            supplies produced in the People's Republic of China              
               Read by title.  Returned to the calendar subject to call.         
 
HB 1935     LANCASTER       CAMPAIGN FINANCE DISCLOS 
            Establishes reporting periods for political committees           
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB 1944     MARTINY         CRIME                    
            Provides for the definition of the crime of terrorizing          
               Reported without Legislative Bureau amendments, read by           
               title and passed to a third reading.                              
 
HB 1945     MARTINY         STUDENT/LOANS-SCHOLARSHP 
            Permits certain high school students completing honors courses   
            and having a minimum cumulative grade point average of 3.00 to   
            qualify for TOPS Performance Awards under specified              
            circumstances                                                    
               Reported without Legislative Bureau amendments, read by           
               title and passed to a third reading.                              
 
HB 1957     LEBLANC         FUNDS/FUNDING            
            Provides relative to use of the State Parks Land Acquisition     
            Trust Fund by the Department of Culture, Recreation and Tourism  
               Rules suspended; reported favorably, rules suspended, read        
               by title and referred to the Legislative Bureau.                  
 
HB 1971     G SMITH         SALES/CIGARETTES         
            Prohibits any person to sell, distribute, own, transport or      
            possess cigarettes that do not comply with federal law and       
            regulations                                                      
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HB 1979     MURRAY          APPROPRIATIONS           
            Appropriates funds to pay Public Belt Railroad Commission        
            amounts due under Joint Maintenance contract with DOTD relative  
            to the Huey P. Long Bridge                                       
               Reported without Legislative Bureau amendments, read by           
               title and passed to a third reading.                              
 
HB 1981     DURAND          TAX/SALES-USE, STATE     
            Dedicates the remaining 1% state sales tax on hotel occupancy    
            in St. Martin Parish                                             
               Read by title and finally passed, 38 yeas and 0 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
HB 1987     THOMPSON        CRIMINAL/PROCEDURE       
            Provides with respect to the authority of grand juries to        
            inspect prisons and hospitals                                    
               Reported without Legislative Bureau amendments, read by           
               title and passed to a third reading.                              
 
HB 2007     ALARIO          STUDENT/TUITION          
            Authorizes each public postsecondary education management board  
            to establish tuition and mandatory attendance fee amounts        
            applicable to students who are Louisiana residents and to        
            adjust such amounts, within certain limitations                  
               Reported without Legislative Bureau amendments, read by           
               title and passed to a third reading.                              
 
HB 2012     DANIEL          STUDENT/LOANS-SCHOLARSHP 
            Relative to TOPS, provides for a uniform information reporting   
            system and for certain notifications to parents of public        
            elementary and secondary school students                         
               Read by title and finally passed as amended 37 yeas and           
               0 nays; title read and adopted and bill ordered to                
               the House.  Motion to reconsider tabled.                          



 
HB 2013     MURRAY          FUNDS/FUNDING            
            Creates the Sports Facility Assistance Fund in the state         
            treasury, provides for the deposit of certain monies into the    
            fund and for allowable uses of monies in the fund                
               Reported without Legislative Bureau amendments, read by           
               title and passed to a third reading.                              
 
HB 2014     GREEN           APPROPRIATIONS/TAX APPL  
            Appropriates funds to pay the claim against the state in "Wal    
            Mart Stores, Inc. v. Secretary, Dept. of Revenue, State of       
            Louisiana" recommended for payment by the Board of Tax Appeals   
               Rules suspended; reported favorably, rules suspended, read        
               by title and referred to the Legislative Bureau.                  
 
HB 2020     MORRELL         JUVENILES                
            Authorizes the establishment and managment of regional or local  
            area juvenile justice information sharing policy boards          
               Read by title.  Returned to the calendar subject to call.         
 
HB 2029     FUTRELL         HIGHWAYS                 
            Provides relative to installation of fiber-optic cable           
            facilities along highways                                        
               Rules suspended; read by title, recommitted to the Committee      
               on COMMERCE.                                          
 
HB 2040     J D SMITH       PORTS/HARBORS/TERMINALS  
            Provides that whenever any work is to be let by contract, port   
            districts located in parishes having a poulation between 50,000  
            and 55,000 shall abide by either the Public Bid Law or other     
            applicable law (Substitute bill for HB 1200)                     
               Read by title and finally passed, 37 yeas and 0 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
HB 2045     PITRE           WORKERS COMPENSATION     
            Allows access to earaning records of an employee                 
               Rules suspended; reported favorably, rules suspended, read        
               by title and referred to the Legislative Bureau.                  
 
HB 2046     DAMICO          ENVIRONMENT/HAZ MATERIAL 
            Relative to the Motor Fuels Underground Storage Tank Trust Fund  
            and underground storage tanks                                    
               Reported without Legislative Bureau amendments, read by           
               title and passed to a third reading.                              
 
HB 2051     PINAC           FINANCIAL INSTNS OFFICE  
            Divides certain duties relative to the administration of         
            capital companies between the Office of Financial Institutions   
            and the Department of Economic Development                       
               Notice House rejected Senate amendments, and House                
               conferees appointed.                                              
 
HB 2053     PINAC           HIGHWAYS                 
            Provides relative to width limitations for certain recreational  
            vehicles                                                         
               Senate floor amendments read and adopted.  Read by title and      
               finally passed as amended, 36 yeas and 1 nays; title read         
               and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to             
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
HB 2062     SCHWEGMANN      ANIMALS                  
            Creates the Louisiana Animal Welfare Commission and Fund         
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HCR  16     RICHMOND        TRANSPORTATION DEPT      
            Directs the Department of Transportation and Development to      
            install lighting on a portion of Chef Menteur Highway in         
            Orleans Parish                                                   
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HCR  48     ANSARDI         RETIREMENT SYSTEMS       
            Memorializes congress to amend the United States Code to allow   
            every state the right to divide its respective state and local   
            retirement systems into two parts for purposes of participating  
            in the federal social security system                            
               Received in the Senate.  Rules suspended read first and           
               second time by title and referred to the committee on             
               RETIREMENT.                                             
 
HCR  53     DURAND          UTILITIES                
            Urges and requests the PSC to make inquiries into the high       
            costs of energy                                                  
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 



HCR  55     LEBLANC         MEDICAID                 
            Urges and requests DHH to activate boards and committees         
            involved in setting Medicaid drug policies and solicit their     
            input on cost saving measures                                    
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HCR  64     HOLDEN          PUBLIC EMPLOYEES         
            Urges and requests the House and Senate Labor and Industrial     
            Relations Committees to study the wages and benefits of          
            Louisiana workers                                                
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HCR  65     McDONALD        TRANSPORTATION DEPT      
            Directs the Department of Transportation and Development to      
            donate reclaimed asphalt to local governments                    
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HCR  85     LAFLEUR         FISHING/CATFISH          
            Names Melville the Atchafalaya River Catfish Capital of          
            Louisiana                                                        
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HCR  92     ODINET          SEAFOOD                  
            Creates the Louisiana State Seafood Industry Advisory Board      
               Rules suspended; Conference Committee report read.  Rules         
               suspended; adopted by a vote of 38 yeas and 0 nays.               
               Motion to reconsider tabled.                                      
 
HCR 111     NEVERS          CURRICULA                
            Encourages the study of the Bible in schools                     
               Notice House rejected Senate amendments, and House                
               conferees appointed.                                              
 
HCR 115     R ALEXANDER     GOVERNMENT ORGANIZATION  
            Authorizes and requests the Law Institute to change outdated     
            references to the Department of Health and Human Resources and   
            the office of family services                                    
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HCR 130     THOMPSON        AGRICULTURE/SUGAR        
            Urges and requests Louisiana state police weights and standards  
            mobile police force and the Louisiana Department of Agriculture  
            to work together on enforcing the sugarcane hauler weight        
            limits                                                           
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HCR 134     FAUCHEUX        TRANSPORTATION DEPT      
            Urges and requests the Department of Transportation and          
            Development to erect a board fence along the western property    
            line of the Department of Transportation and Development's       
            LaPlace Maintenance Construction Facility                        
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HCR 135     BOWLER          INSURANCE DEPARTMENT     
            Repeals certain severability clauses adopted in the rules of     
            the Department of Insurance                                      
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HCR 137     M JACKSON       ECONOMIC DEVEL/COMMUNITY 
            Requests the Louisiana Economic Development Corporation to       
            adopt rules to create a program to assist community development  
            corporations                                                     
               Received in the Senate.  Rules suspended read first and           
               second time by title and referred to the committee on             
               COMMERCE.                                             
 
HCR 140     M JACKSON       CONGRESS                 
            Memorializes congress to increase and provide for advanced       
            funding for the Weatherization Assistance Program for            
            Low-Income Persons ('WAP") and the Low-Income Home Energy        
            Assistance Program ("LAHEAP")                                    
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HCR 143     BAUDOIN         AGRICULTURE              
            Memorializes Congress to address the importation of crawfish     
            and catfish into the United States from Asia and Spain           
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HCR 144     HAMMETT         HIGHWAYS                 
            Urge and request the Department of Transportation and            
            Development to study  the signage system along Louisiana state   
            highways in rural areas                                          
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HCR 146     FAUCHEUX        EDUCATION                



            Requests BESE to study the feasibility of implementing the       
            Student Achievement Guarantee in Education (SAGE) program in     
            public schools                                                   
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HCR 148     LEBLANC         INTERGOV RELATIONS       
            Provides that the Louisiana Advisory Commission on               
            Intergovernmental Relations study services government should     
            provide and the respective responsibilities of state and local   
            government to provide and fund such services                     
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HCR 149     ANSARDI         INSURANCE                
            Directs the Louisiana Department of Insurance and the Louisiana  
            State Board of Embalmers and Funeral Directors to study and      
            make recommendations regarding funeral services insurance        
            policies                                                         
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HCR 150     QUEZAIRE        HIGHWAYS                 
            Requests the Department of Transportation and Development to     
            undertake a planning study of the River Road between New         
            Orleans and Baton Rouge and adjacent routes                      
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HCR 152     DIEZ            HIGHWAYS                 
            Memorializes congress to adopt legislation authorizing states    
            to opt out of the federal-aid highway program                    
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HCR 154     K CARTER        LEGISLATIVE AFFAIRS      
            Requests the Legislature of Louisiana to recognize the history,  
            economic impact, and social benefits of Louisiana's music        
            industry                                                         
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HCR 155     GUILLORY        TOURISM/COMMISSION       
            Urges and requests that representation of African Americans on   
            the board of directors of the Southwest Louisiana Convention     
            and Visitors Bureau be maintained                                
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HCR 157     DAMICO          ENVIRONMENT              
            Urges and requests the Department of Environmental Quality to    
            study the feasibility of a consortium of southern states to      
            identify common environmental issues and develop solutions to    
            regional pollution                                               
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HCR 174     DANIEL          TRANSPORTATION DEPT      
            Requests the Department of Transportation and Development to     
            erect directional signs indicating the location of the Rural     
            Life Museum and Antique Alley                                    
               Rules suspended, recalled from committee.                         
               Read by title and concurred in by the vote of 30 yeas and         
               0 nays and ordered to the House.                                  
 
HCR 180     FUTRELL         COMMITTEE STUDIES        
            Creates a task force to study and make recommendations           
            concerning design-build contracts for the combined design and    
            construction of projects of state and local governments          
               Notice House rejected Senate amendments, and House                
               conferees appointed.                                              
 
HCR 181     McMAINS         CHILDREN/ADOPTION        
            Directs the Louisiana State Law Institute to study adoption      
            procedures and the constitutionality of certain procedures for   
            the termination of parental rights                               
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HCR 187     M STRAIN        WATER/RESOURCES          
            Urges and requests the Ground Water Management Commission and    
            the Ground Water Management Advisory Task Force to develop an    
            aquifer and groundwater stewardship policy with surrounding      
            states                                                           
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HCR 188     TOOMY           CONGRESS                 
            Memorializes congress to support H.R. 527 making changes to      
            Section 527 of the Internal Revenue Code relative to reports by  
            state and local political organizations                          
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HCR 189     ERDEY           FAMILY LAW/PATERNITY     
            Directs the Louisiana State Law Institute to study disavowal     



            actions                                                          
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HCR 190     J R SMITH       CORRECTIONAL OFFICERS    
            Requests the Dept. of Public Safety and Corrections to           
            recognize the certification training and licensing of            
            correctional officers who have received training at La.          
            Technical College                                                
               Rules suspended.                                                  
               Read by title and concurred in by the vote of 32 yeas and         
               0 nays and ordered to the House.                                  
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HCR 198     PITRE           WATERWAYS                
            Memorialize Congress to support the Bayou Lafourche diversion    
            project                                                          
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HCR 202     WALSWORTH       EDUCATION                
            Requests BESE to study certain issues relative to dyslexia and   
            related disorders                                                
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HCR 203     DAMICO          ENVIRONMENT/LITTERING    
            Requests the House Committee on Environment and the Senate       
            Committee on Environmental Quality to study the current status,  
            enforcement and effectiveness of litter laws in the state        
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HCR 206     MARTINY         PUBLIC SFTY/DEPARTMENT   
            Urges and requests the Department of Public Safety and           
            Corrections to study the feasibility of transferring certain     
            geriatric inmates to private nursing homes                       
               Rules suspended.                                                  
               Read by title and concurred in by the vote of 32 yeas and         
               1 nays and ordered to the House.                                  
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HCR 208     ANSARDI         REVENUE DEPARTMENT       
            Urges and requests the Department of Revenue to take all         
            necessary actions to collect income taxes owed to the state by   
            nonresident professional athletes and sports franchises          
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HCR 209     ALARIO          TAX/INCOME TAX           
            Urge and Request  the Secretary of Revenue to take all possible  
            steps to see that federal income tax refunds are not subject to  
            state tax                                                        
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HCR 210     PIERRE          COMMENDATIONS            
            Commends Reverend Alton E. Gatlin upon his becoming              
            international superintendent of the Sunday School Department of  
            the Church of God in Christ                                      
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HCR 211     ANSARDI         CONDOLENCES              
            Expresses condolences upon the death of Stanford Loftin Raborn   
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HCR 212     FUTRELL         SPECIAL DAY/WEEK/MONTH   
            Recognizes October 1, 2001, as World Peace Day in the state of   
            Louisiana                                                        
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HCR 213     GLOVER          CONDOLENCES              
            Expresses the condolences of the Legislature to the family of    
            Hilry Huckaby III                                                
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HCR 214     GALLOT          HIGHER ED/BD TRUSTEES    
            Requests adherence to certain board policies relative to         
            filling chief executive vacancies at institutions under the      
            jurisdiction of the board                                        
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HCR 216     BAYLOR          CONDOLENCES              
            Expresses the condolences of the Legislature of Louisiana upon   
            the death of Councilman Hilry Huckaby of Shreveport              
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HCR 217     CRANE           STUDENT/TUITION          
            Requests each public postsecondary education management board    
            to take certain action by not later than the Fall semester of    
            the 2003-2004 academic year relative to nonresident tuition and  



            mandatory attendance fees                                        
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HCR 220     MARTINY         COMMENDATIONS            
            Commends Andrew Joseph Palermo of Kenner upon achieving the      
            rank of Eagle Scout                                              
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HCR 221     DOWNER          CONDOLENCES              
            Expresses condolences upon the death of Stanwood Richardson      
            Duval, Sr. of Houma                                              
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HCR 222     WADDELL         HIGHER ED/BD REGENTS     
            Requests the Board of Regents to study and report on how the     
            state can best meet the legal education needs of students in     
            northwest Louisiana                                              
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HCR 223     PRATT           INSURANCE DEPARTMENT     
            Urges and requests the Department of Insurance to conduct a      
            pilot program to test feasibility of insurance vertification     
            system for the purchase of gasoline                              
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HCR 225     SALTER          TEACHERS                 
            Requests BESE to study the reduction of paperwork in schools     
               Received in the Senate.  Rules suspended read first and           
               second time by title and referred to the committee on             
               EDUCATION.                                             
 
HCR 227     HOLDEN          EMERGENCY DEFENSE        
            Requests FEMA to expedite an emergency declaration and to send   
            personnel to assist flood victims in filing claims               
               Received in the Senate.  Rules suspended, read by title and       
               concurred in by the vote of 28 yeas and 0 nays and ordered to     
               the House.                                                        
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HCR 228     LUCAS           ENVIRONMENT/LITTERING    
            Requests the city of New Orleans to take prompt action to        
            ticket WASTE MANAGEMENT, INC. for littering                      
               Received in the Senate.  Rules suspended read first and           
               second time by title and referred to the committee on             
               LOCAL & MUN AFFAIRS.                                             
 
HCR 229     TRICHE          CONDOLENCES              
            Expresses the condolences of the Legislature of Louisiana upon   
            the death of Maxine Gros Giardina                                
               Received in the Senate.  Rules suspended, read by title and       
               concurred in by the vote of 32 yeas and 0 nays and ordered to     
               the House.                                                        
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            
 
HCR 230     R ALEXANDER     COMMENDATIONS            
            Recognizes the Smurfit-Stone mill in Hodge for receiving the     
            Smurfit-Stone Container Mill of the Year 2000 Award for the      
            Containerboard Mill Division                                     
               Received in the Senate.  Rules suspended, read by title and       
               concurred in by the vote of 30 yeas and 0 nays and ordered to     
               the House.                                                        
               Signed by the President of the Senate.                            


